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INSIDE WUNDERLICH – OUR NEW CUSTOMER MAGAZINE
As the owner of a WunderlichCard and a Wunderlich customer, we will exclusively
send you the limited first issue of our magazine directly to your home. You may take
one with you in the showroom of our company headquarters in Grafschaft-Ringen
and at participating Wunderlich partners – while supplies last – or access it online at
www.inside-wunderlich.com. Individual issues of the magazine can also be ordered
while supplies last.

I

nspired
by our motorsport operations, we have
developed a variety of street and track components for all riders

who value the effectiveness, performance, style, and individual
optics of their BMW S 1000 RR.

Detailed
information

Dear Readers,
INSIDE WUNDERLICH? You may ask yourself: Isn't this the show with
Stefan Nebel on the Wunderlich Youtube channel?
That's correct! But only half the truth.
It is a great pleasure for me to introduce you to the limited first issue
#01 of INSIDE WUNDERLICH – our new magazine!
We take you into Wunderlich's versatile and fascinating motorcycle
and branding world on the following pages. Look forward to diverse
topics, exciting background stories, exciting motorcycle enthusiasts,
concentrated motorcycle know-how, and extraordinary travel stories.
Even though Wunderlich focuses primarily on one brand, INSIDE
WUNDERLICH is not solely entertaining and informative for BMW
riders, but rather all that enjoy riding on two wheels.
I warmly invite you to immerse yourself in the »Cosmos Wunderlich«
and wish you plenty of reading pleasure with our first edition!

Frank Hoffmann
Managing Director – Wunderlich GmbH
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»I can look wherever I want, there

is

always a good feeling.«

W

underlich GmbH has grown from one to around one hundred employees in 37
years. From a garage in the Ahr Valley, Erich Wunderlich and his team turned
the small one-man show into a renowned top specialist who today supply BMW
customers all over the world with high-grade products. How this all came to be is told by the
man who founded this success and whom everyone here only calls »the Erich.«
»My first bike was a Yamaha XT
500, I was 18, and I had just received my driver's license. Three
days after the purchase, I went
down to Spain with a few friends
only using back roads and then
immediately returned. Only a
week later, we were back again
for more. After that excursion, I
could ride a motorcycle.« Erich
laughs when he recalls for a
brief moment this remarkable
and influential phase of life for
him: »The short autumn holidays were always my travel time
back then, during the summer
holidays, I waited tables to earn
money.«
We are talking about the early
eighties, the motorcycle market
in Germany – only about ten
years earlier virtually resurrected from the dead – and experienced a rapid boom at the time.
In the seventies, the four major
Japanese manufacturers had
inspired him, who from the start
delivered a largely unrestrained
arms race and turned the heads
of customers with more and
more displacement and power.
However, not all motorcyclists
were positively convinced by this
power wave at that time, especially since it was quickly leaked
that the suspensions of the time
failed to match the powerful
engines at eye level – in any case,
it wouldn’t hurt to have both

lanes of the motorway as wiggle
room for some of the fast cars
exceeding 200 km/h.
However, in 1976 Yamaha had
already turned their back against
the trend and rolled out something entirely unexpected, a very
simple motorcycle.
Initially, the XT 500 had been
developed primarily for the
American market, where both
robust and light single enduro

machines were constantly in
demand. Nonetheless, it had
not been foreseeable that the
single-cylinder engine with its
long-stroked suspension, only
499cc in size and only 33 horsepower, would become a bestseller
in Europe of all places …  UB

Go online to
read the full
article!
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Erich Wunderlich and Frank Hoffmann
appoint Felix Wunderlich to the
management board of Wunderlich GmbH
Our company founder and managing partner, Erich Wunderlich,
has always steered his company's
destiny in a forward-looking
manner. In 2015, he brought
Frank Hoffmann to his side as
Managing Director. Frank Hoffmann, who loves and lives deep in
the motorcycle scene like Erich
Wunderlich himself, has been
with the company since 2011 and

with more than 100 specialized
employees. Now, one and a half
years after the move, Erich Wunderlich is officially retiring from
the management. This is why,
together with Frank Hoffmann,
have decided to appoint Felix
Wunderlich to the management
board, which will then consist of
the managing directors Frank
Hoffmann and Felix Wunderlich.

Erich Wunderlich: »Felix has
been taking on responsibility
in the company for years
and is very committed to
contributing his technical and
entrepreneurial ideas as well as
his applying personal skills and
experience.

has already worked in numerous
key management positions.

Felix Wunderlich, who has been
involved with the company since
childhood, currently holds the
position of Head of Development
and Product Management and
is, therefore, very familiar with
the company's innovative core
business.

him into the management. With
the duo of Frank Hoffmann
and Felix, the course has been
set for successful further
development, and optimal
conditions have been created
for the further expansion of
Wunderlich GmbH.« 

In 2019, the successful company
moved to the new and current
corporate headquarters in
Grafschaft- Ringen and had
since been firmly established
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Wunderlich is well positioned,
and it is the right time to accept

Complete your

BMW
R 1250 GS
If one were to ask which is the most diverse motorcycle ever, the BMW R 1250 GS would undoubtedly lead
the ranking as a sovereign all-rounder. However, even

this distinguished motorcycle can be improved with
our components and individualization according to
personal taste. 

Here you will find our bestsellers for your BMW R 1250 GS:

10

AKTIVKOMFORT Seat – #42720-402

MARATHON windscreen with windscreen reinforcement – #42710-502

Valve cover & cylinder protector – #35613-002

Engine protection bars – #26442-202

#01
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Crash bar sliding pads – #35833-002

Radiator guard EXTREME – #42380-100

Silencer protector – #44250-002

Headlight guards CLEAR – #26660-300

Handlebar risers Ergo+ – #41970-111
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Seat & luggage rack bag ELEPHANT – #44150-000

Side stand enlarger – #43920-002

Frame plug set – #42742-102

EXTENDA FENDER – #27830-100
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Highlights
R 1250 GS
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»The world is our

PLAYGROUND«
14
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I

n the beginning of November,
three riders set off from our
headquarters in Grafschaft for
a photo shoot under the warm

Spanish sun. But the trio also faced
a unique challenge on the way, since
they wanted to arrive with an iron
butt …

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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B

efore we add a new
Wunderlich product to
our program, we put it
through vigorous testing. Only
when it has completed all material
tests, survived all stress and practical tests, and a green checkmark
can be found behind every aspect
on the long checklist can we offer
it to our customers with a clear
conscience. Yet the analysis does
not end there because Quality is
good; quality assurance is better.
For example, we regularly equip
various models with components
from our ongoing production
and send them on an extensive
journey or race track to ensure
that they still meet our precision
and perfect function requirements.
This process tests if products can
be improved based on new findings
or whether they need to be adapted

Wunderlich
R 18

Wunderlich
R 1250 RT

to further legal restrictions. Not
to mention: whether they are still
fun!
Such a test ride was planned
for the beginning of November,
and we had not yet been able to
decide on a destination when our
marketing department took over
the further search: »We still need
beautiful photos. Travel, sun,
sea – you know, things like that.
Preferably fast. Didn't you want
to leave at some point anyway?«
True, we wanted to – but we could
now scratch Hunsrück and the
Bavarian Forest from our list of
considerations.

country. Beyond the Pyrenees, we
now know some great photo spots,
most of them along the southern
peninsula. But surprisingly, the
weather forecast spoke against Andalusia, where low temperatures
have settled until further notice,
and the forecasts looked rather
gloomy. »It's best up in the north,
on the Mediterranean side, around
Barcelona. That will probably last
a few more days, but then we have
to leave as soon as possible.« Sven
also had a destination ready: »Empuriabrava, just across the French
border. We would also have a third
rider for the photos – Lluís lives in
Barcelona.«

Then it wasn't long before we
found the right destination. Often
enough, our teams had fled to the
Spanish sun when motorcycling
was out of the question in this

Lluís Morales is our Wunderlich
Media representative in Spain.
As an experienced technician,
renowned motorcycle journalist,
on- and off-road trainer, tour

Wunderlich
R 1250 GS

Successful in all aspects: the three riders and their machines. Information about the vehicles can be found under the respective QR code.
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guide, and organizer of various
motorcycle events, it is virtually
a living multitool for motorcycles. Having him at a photoshoot
promises particular motifs, especially in a region he knows, like
the back of his hand. Two riders
were already fixed: Sven Cremer,
who enjoys swapping his desk
in our marketing department
for a motorcycle seat, and Stefan
Nebel, successful ex-motorcycle
racer and TV commentator with
cult status at the renowned
international racing series’
such as MotoGP and Superbike
World Championship. Stefan has
also been a Wunderlich brand
ambassador since 2021 and
contributes his great riding and
technical know-how to our line
of work. We also can’t forget his
motorcycle craziness, not to be
left unsaid.

»Exactly how far is it down to
there?«
»The GPS says 1,606
kilometers from Graftschaft to
Empuriabrava.
So, leave early, spend the night
somewhere in northern Italy, the
next afternoon or evening we
should make it. Lluís will then
meet us somewhere on the way.«
»Two days, psh ... – an iron butt
does it in one go.«
»You are not actually serious, are
you...?«
In fact, the distance of 1,606
kilometers corresponds almost
precisely to the most straightforward entrance exam of the Iron
Butt Association (IBA), if you

complete the route in 24 hours.
The IBA has its headquarters in
the USA and is probably the most
absurd motorcycle club globally
because there are no membership
fees, no bylaws, no statutes, no
regular meetings, nothing like
that. Only those who ride the distance specified by the IBA within
a specific time and can prove this
ultimately through witnesses and
evidence can become members.
The rules are strict, the controls
on the required documents are
relentless, there is no scope for
manipulation. The membership
to Iron Butt is earned, not given.
The lowest barrier to entry into
the Iron Butt community is the
Saddle Sore. This consists of 1,000
miles of asphalt that you must pull
under yourself in 24 hours, only
then have you earned a certificate

BELGIEN Wunderlich GmbH

Grafschaft-Ringen

Koblenz

LUXEMBURG

Mannheim
Karlsruhe

Freiburg

Basel

SCHWEIZ

ÖSTERREICH

Luzern
St. Gotthard

Lugano
Mailand

FRANKREICH

ITALIEN

Genua
Montpellier

Nizza
Marseille

Empuriabrava
SPANIEN

The overview map of the tour – 1,606 km from Grafschaft-Ringen to Empuriabrava
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»
and medal. Since the IBA has also
had various branches in Europe
for many years, the 1,000-mile
distance was transferred to our
measurement system and set at
1,600 kilometers – six kilometers
less than our way to Spain.
For real Iron Butts, however, the
»Saddle Sore« is at best a coffee
ride. The IBA was founded in 1984
by Michael Kneebone only to carry
out the first Iron Butt rally. Kneebone has been a legendary figure
in the States since he pushed the
long-held motorcycle Guinness
World Record of 64 hours for the
route from New York to San Francisco to 47 hours and 41 minutes,
making him the first to ride a
motorcycle from the Atlantic to the
Pacific coast in less than 50 hours.
In addition, he increased the
endurance record to 1,704 miles
(2,742 km) in 24 hours, which has
been surpassed several times over
time.
The Iron Butt Rally still exists
today. Every two years, around
a hundred-courageous people,
gather somewhere in North America to face the »World's Toughest
Motorcycle Competition« and to
put at least a thousand miles more
on their speedometer on eleven
consecutive days. But to withstand
this, you literally need buns of
steel, especially if you want to have
a chance of winning the rally. Because 11,000 miles on eleven days
certainly won’t be enough, but a
few thousand more should be.
The motto of the Iron Butts fits
perfectly with this: »The world is
our playground«.
Today this rally is only a part of
the extensive IBA leisure activities,
the focus has long since shifted to
the so-called »Certificate Rides«,
i.e. the atrocities burned into the
asphalt, which can be certified by
the IBA and thus receive the status
»Member«. A small overview of
these rides can be found in the box.
The list ends with the »Longest
18
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IBA Certificate
Rides
Listed is only a small selection
of rides that are certified by
the IBA, but there are much
more:
• »Saddle Sore 1,000« –
1,000 miles in 24 hours
• »Saddle Sore 1,600 K« –
1,600 kilometers in 24 hours
• »Saddle Sore 5,000« –
5,000 miles in five days
• »Bun Burner« –
1,500 miles in 36 hours
• »Bun Burner Gold« –
1,500 miles in 24 hours
• »Bun Burner Gold 3,000« –
3,000 miles in 48 hours
• »10-10th« –
10,000 miles in 10 days
• »100CCC (US only)« –
Pacific-Atlantic-Pacific in
100 hours
• »48 Plus (US only)« –
Visit to all continental US states
including Alaska in 10 days
• »16/24« (only D) – Visit to all
16 federal states in 24 hours
• »4 Corners« (only D) –
Visit to the westernmost,
northernmost, easternmost and
southernmost point of Germany
in 24 hours
• »NG 72« – North Cape
Gibraltar in 72 hours
• »Longest Month« –
30,000 miles in 30 days
Registrations for the rides are
possible in Europe at the IBA
Benelux. All information can be
found here: www.ibabenelux.org

Month«, which demands thirty
1,000-mile days in a row from the
aspirant – is it still possible?
A good march on the wrong track
is wished to all those who consider such extreme rides to be a
purely US phenomenon. Currently, the »Hall of Fame« of the IBA
Germany houses well over 2,000
entries. A quick scroll through
the endless list shows that there
are several repeat offenders.
And here, too, one repeatedly
encounters extremes, such as an
»NG 72«, which is an invention
of the Finnish iron butts, but of
course, can also be ridden by a
German. For example, our friends
in Finland see a certain challenge
in the approximately 5,600 km
long route from the North Cape to
Gibraltar when you complete it in
less than 72 hours. IBA Germany
has also established some rides
that can only be ridden in Germany, such as the »4 Corners«,
for which you have to explore
the northernmost, easternmost,
southernmost, and westernmost
points of Germany within 24
hours, which in the best case
corresponds to 2,250 km. Or the
»16/24«, in which you visit all 16
federal states in 24 hours – even if
only briefly.
Why are we explaining all this?
Well, since November 9th at 3:49
a.m., we now have three »Iron
Butts« in Team Wunderlich! Because once the idea entered the
room, it simply did not want to
leave. To clarify: We did not save
any time by doing so. This ride
had to be prepared much more
thoroughly than many others in
the past, focusing on the safety
aspect because you don't just
ride off and don't stop for 24
hours. The IBA Germany also
expressly warns against careless
daredevilry and gives valuable
advice from IBA legends, how
to prepare for such an extreme
ride, what to consider while
riding, as well as nutrition tips
while on the move.

Rainer Killian hands over the certificates
to Sven Cremer on behalf of the Iron
Butt Association (Stefan Nebel and Lluìs
Morales were present via live chat). In the
background, the three »machines«.

However, the attentive reader will
now ask: »Three Iron Butts? Why
three?« Quite simply: Because
the motorcycle multitool from
Barcelona also wanted to be
there. As soon as Lluís had heard
of our project, he was mentally
already on the plane: »Why
should I meet you on the way?
I'll come and complete the entire
journey.«
On November 8th, shortly after
four o'clock in the morning, the
trio of brave riders equipped
with a BMW R 1250 RT, R 1250
GS, and a R 18 took off from
our company headquarters in
Grafschaft to find out whether the
»Saddle Sore« always has to be
accompanied by saddle pain. Lluís
climbed onto the heightened seat
of the GS, Stefan found himself
on the comfortable RT, while

Sven had to come to terms with
the R 18, which only stood by
his side with a small windshield.
The overlooking route of the
three: Karlsruhe, Basel, Lucerne,
Lugano, Milan, Genoa, Nice,
Marseille, Montpellier, and finally
Empuriabrava.
One thing is clear: If someone
goes on a trip, then that person
will have something to tell.
How many stories have to come
together when three make a trip,
especially a trip such as this
one? Unfortunately: the best-case
scenario for a trip like this is
when »nothing« happens. Ride
off – refuel – ride –refuel – coffee
– ride – refuel – coffee – pretzel–
peeing – riding – and so on. Blunt
mileage until the 24 hours are
over, and ideally, you have come
far enough.

It was similar to this ride, but
there were two tricky situations.
But first things first: The departure in Grafschaft was utterly
unspectacular, but the early time
alone was enough for any cheering masses to be unexpected.
After all, it didn't rain, but it was
always damp and cold enough to
make Wunderlich riding suits the
ideal choice. The three quickly fell
into the rhythm already described
above and ended up being three
hours behind schedule with the
arrival in Lugano – the first coffee
breaks may have been a bit too
long. The endless construction
sites in Switzerland – which, by
the way, were crossed in their entirety under a bright blue sky – did
not necessarily help their cause
either. Actually, there had been
the consideration of pulling off
a small photo session in Lugano
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At the Shell station of Montblanc-Béziers,
a solid 170 km before the finish, the
journey was almost over …

on the lakeshore, but that was no
longer in question. Since a vital
certificate was waiting at the end,
there was no time to waste.
The three continued to push
through the dense traffic around
Milan and finally reached the Mediterranean coast in Genoa, but
still had roughly 750 kilometers
ahead of their nose. Anyone who
has ever ridden along the coastal
stretch between Genoa and Montpellier on a motorcycle will also
remember the »Maestrale«, which
is then called »in addition to the
dreamy scenery of the coast Mistral« from the French border. This
constant strong wind blows from
the sea and ensures a bit of lean
even when riding straight ahead,
to which can be well adjusted as
long as the wind blows evenly.
On the afternoon of November
8th, however, strong gusts came
like a sudden blow from the side,
which was particularly difficult
for Stefan on the RT, because it
offers plenty of exposed surface.
At times it pushed him around
an entire lane; luckily, he could
take a breather in the plethora of
tunnels along the route.
At the Shell station of MontblancBéziers, a solid 170 km before the
finish, the journey was almost
over. When Sven tries to stop the
R 18 in front of a fuel pump, he

20
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gets into a large diesel puddle and
immediately slips away with the
front wheel. The BMW now lied
on its right side, Sven managed
to do a pirouette with the bike
and ended up slipping a few more
meters but remains completely
uninjured. Luckily the Wunderlich
crash bars came in handy and
managed to serve their purpose,
but it was enough for a good scare
and would not be the last.
Almost two hours later, the three
of them have taken the exit from
the motorway and basically have
the destination in eyesight, only
kilometers until the final refueling stop, when immediately in
front of them, a wild boar crosses
the road out of nowhere. All three
are still awake enough to grapple
the brakes quickly, but for the
lead rider, the braking distance
was not short enough – and the
luckiest man so far, Sven, makes
an impact with the animal. He
clashes one of the boars with the
R 18 front wheel on the rear end
but avoids a dangerous fall. The
angrily grunting animal then
flees into the darkness. Even
when things don’t go as planned,
that was definitely a time to count
your blessings!
When they arrived at their destination in Empuriabrava a few
minutes later to refuel for the last

time, it is 3:50 am, and the odometer displayed 1,606 km – done!
It is not surprising that Lluís and
Stefan managed the hellish ride
on their far more comfortable
and well-equipped motorcycles
much better than Sven, who had
to endure the 24 hours behind
the very wide handlebars of the R
18, a suboptimal seating position
on the standard seat, and with no
proper wind protection to speak
of. For this achievement, he would
have deserved an extra starlet
in his certificate, even if the ride
with the significantly higher
standard foot pegs would undoubtedly have hurt him even more.
In this respect, this is a valuable
insight that our considerations
for improving R 18 ergonomics do
not come out of nowhere.
As a reward, Sven could change
the saddle for the comfortable
return trip following the photo
shoot and enjoy himself behind
the luscious RT fairing, Lluís and
Stefan also led the way by focusing on other tasks. Nonetheless,
all three will have to come to
terms with their new anatomical
peculiarity in the future and get
used to life with an iron butt.
Whether this will affect their
riding style is difficult to predict.
But one is inevitable, it will make
it harder to stand up. We will keep
an eye out …

Sven Cremer

»One special moment
after another«
»I have to admit that I had a
mental low point on the way.
When we arrived in Lugano
and were clearly a few hours
behind schedule, I felt battered.
I thoroughly prepared the entire
route and time allocation and
outlined all refueling stops. This
also was part of the necessary
documents for verification for the
IBA. Suddenly everything seemed
not quite to go as planned; the
calculated travel time simply
didn’t cut it anymore. Not to
mention the R 18 was also quite
demanding, it's just not a RT or
GS! The sitting position nega-

tively affected my back and a few
other places. In any case, the iron
butts got their name for a reason,
and in the end, I overcame this
low point. This was mainly due
to our consistent positive mood
and team spirit, which always
propelled us forward. A few days
before the ride, I was having
second thoughts of doing it as
a trio, I thought that on such a
long distance, it might be better
to find your rhythm solo. Perhaps
I must try this again on my own
and make a comparison. With
Stefan and Lluìs along, the ride
worked great because we always

looked after one another and
were considerate. I am grateful
for this motivating team spirit. In
retrospect, there was one memorable moment after another on
this trip, and the most beautiful
of them all – apart from arriving
in Spain – was also a particularly
long moment. One in which
you have been riding for hours
through the night and suddenly
notice that the sun is beginning
to rise, light comes back into the
environment, and the sun slowly
rises on a cloudless horizon. Such
a scenario is beautiful and gives
you a real motivational boost.«

Lluís Morales

»Small goals –
small achievements«
»When I plan a long-distance trip, I
always try to focus on small goals and
small achievements. When you sit on
the seat for so many hours, you can't
think about the distant end goal. It's
much better to focus on the next immediate goal, because if you only have
in mind how many hours and kilometers are left to travel, then the brain
will soon tell the body that it's better

to feel tired or in pain. Several things
always help me on such rides, such as
doing a few stretching exercises and
drinking water during the stops, even
when not thirsty. In addition, every
three hours, consume a bit of sugar;
you do not need more, apart from
solid motorcycle equipment. Just
enjoy the ride while everything goes
with the flow.«
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Stefan Nebel

»I didn't really know what
I was getting myself into …«
»I've been riding bikes for as
long as I can remember and
have been part of the riders'
team at a few 24-hour races,
but – and this is no joke – I've
never ridden more than 200
kilometers at a time on a
motorway. For this reason, this
was a completely new experience
for me. Especially since I usually
sit on a motorcycle to obtain
the maximum performance, but
this ride was all about burning
through kilometers 24 hours
straight.

Therefore, I didn't really know
what I was getting into and
whether I would be able to do it,
but I was very excited about the
days leading up to it.
I had the luck to be able to utilize
the optimal bike, the RT, the first
choice for any long-distance, Sven
certainly had to fight much more
on the R 18. Nevertheless, it was
a strange feeling to click down the
visor and come to grips that I will
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now be alone in the helmet for 22
hours once short coffee and fuel
breaks are subtracted.
I couldn’t possibly reproduce what
went through my head during that
time, not to mention the many other impressions of the trip. We rode
through different countries each
hour, the abundant landscapes,
the copious smells, I intensely
took it all in, even though in principle, very little had happened. An
extreme experience for me was
also the Gotthard Tunnel, through
which I have driven many times on
the way to some racetracks by car,
but I have yet to ride a motorcycle
through before. At the entrance,
it was a few degrees above zero,
about in the middle of the tunnel,
the thermometer displayed 32
degrees, I couldn’t believe it. The
moment when I came out again
and could finally breathe fresh air
again, was one I may never forget.
I found the section from Genoa
along the coast rather tricky because the RT with its large fairing
was, in this case, a suboptimal
motorcycle. The problem was the
fierce gusts of wind and at times
made me move around an entire
lane without me being able to do
anything about it. And we weren't
alone on the highway; there were
sometimes endless convoys of
trucks on the road. Along the way,
there was also a moment when I
was about to stop the ride, I kept
thinking to myself: What am I
doing here?! Is it worth it? It just

became too dangerous for me.
We talked during a break, and
Lluís had some valuable tips for
me. Once I applied them, things
got much better, especially once
the wind in France subsided a
bit. Had I been traveling alone, I
might have stopped at this point.
In any case, it was great at that
moment to feel the support of the
other two and that no one forced
me into anything. We were just
a solid team; even during the
breaks, everyone always paid a lot
of attention to how the other was
doing. In this respect, the entire
trip was also a terrific team effort,
especially since everyone had
their internal struggle at some
point along the way.
When we finally had made it, this
exhilaration still lingers with me,
and it will continue to do so for
quite some time.
Additionally, I know that I will
certainly do something like this
again and that this will not be the
last time. On this trip I experienced for the first time how great
it is not to race a motorcycle, but
to travel and simply enjoy the
moment, even if I have chosen the
most extreme variant to get started. So far, I just wanted to push
the bike's limits and myself. I have
advanced my personal boundaries
throughout this ride, which was
remarkably intense and an authentic experience. In any case, I
am grateful that I was able to take
part in this adventure.«  UB

The video of
the ride
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Wunderlich Competence

Wunderlich
Protection Components.
There are as many protection bars
as there are BMW models. Our
protection bars offer excellent
base protection for your BMW.

Protection Components
What is their task …
Our primary purpose for the motorcycle's protection components,
such as our engine and tank
protection bars, valve covers and
cylinder protectors, or axle protection pads, is to protect the bike
to the greatest extent possible.

This means that
• a continuation of the journey
should be guaranteed,
• the damage and the associated
costs to the motorcycle are
either avoided or minimized as
far as possible.

This model-specific protection can
be supplemented and significantly
improved by additional products
– such as tank protection bars,

center support struts, protection
bar pad sets, radiator guards,
axle protection pads, and various
protection covers.

When designing and forming
our protection components, we
emphasize ensuring the most
extensive protection possible.

behavior of others on the road,
with who we must share the road
with must be accounted for. This
is especially true in close calls
and critical situations.

… and where lie the limits
of the systems
It must be made clear that the
environmental conditions and
therefore also the effects of accidents are never identical and at
most comparable. This includes
road surface condition, the
course of the route, the weather,
the load, the velocity, the line ridden, and the technical condition
of the motorcycle. These are just
some of the determining factors
that directly influence the effects
of such an event. In addition, the

Based on experience, we realize
that effects can lead to capital
damage that even the most
superior protective components
cannot deter. Correspondingly,
this also applies to the environmental conditions of »having to
lay her down.«
Undeniably, this realization is
the truth. 

Promises made, promises kept!

Reality
Check
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Valve covers & cylinder protectors EXTREME
Our innovative valve covers & cylinder protectors EXTREME
offer the exposed cylinders of the boxer reliable protection
against damage caused by tip-overs, slips, stone damage, or
maneuvering. They are constructed out of durable, impactresistant, unique glass fiber reinforced plastic and contoured
with exact precision. Internally integrated shock-absorbing
segments are built-in and reduce the occurrence of force
apexes due to the uniform distribution of forces. The stainlesssteel insert also serves as additional protection against
abrasion on the valve cover in the event of a fall and reduces
the risk of expensive consequential damage. In addition to
the protective function, our valve covers & cylinder protectors
leave a good impression with their unique integrated design,
which fits perfectly into the layout of the 1250 BMWs.

Installed here on a BMW R 1250 GS

Engine protection bars
Our proven engine protection bars are as distinct as the BMW
model series itself: which is why they are always tailor-made.
The bars result from our many years of experience and our
BMW-specific know-how. They are characterized by their
integrated Wunderlich design, solid dimensioning, and careful
craftsmanship. The extraordinarily resistant yet elastic tube
structure with its multi-point mounting is always designed to
distribute occurring dynamic forces evenly over the brackets,
reliably reducing peak apexes. We use high-strength precision
steel tubing to ensure this happens or V2A stainless steel
tubing.

NEW!

The engine protection bars for the R 18

Engine protection EXTREME
We manufacture the EXTREME engine protection with sophisticated production technology and advanced hydroforming
processes. This allows us to form complex component shapes
and geometries (especially asymmetrical ones). We can
achieve a lighter weight by optimizing the material thickness
and simultaneously acquiring high component rigidity and
mechanical stability. The result is a resistant, weight- and
form-optimized engine protection that nestles tightly and
naturally around the machine so that the design principle of
»form follows function« becomes clear. It is available in silver
or black anodized versions.

Our engine protection for the BMW R 1250 GS and Adventure

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Small batches. Made by hand.
The Wunderlich tank and engine protection bars
Would you like to know more
about the skillful craft production
of our protective components?
Beginning on page 32, we will

present the involved steps in
detail using the example of our engine protection bars for the BMW
R 1250 GS and the BMW F 900 R

and XR! They are manufactured
with care, skill, and experience in
Germany. We are happy to issue a
5-year warranty. 

Fairing and tank protection bars as a proven
addition to the engine protection bar

Our tank protection bar for the R 1250 GS

The engine protection bar takes over the protection of the
engine. We recommend supplementing the engine protection
bar with the model-specific trim and tank protection bars that
protect the tank, the fairing, the stem, and cooling components. The combination of the protective bars thus forms a
well-thought-out integral all-around protection concept: In the
event of a fall or fall, the acting forces are optimally reduced
over the entire protective bar structure so that force peaks
are avoided, and the risk of expensive consequential damage
is reduced. All pipe segments are precisely shaped on CNC
tube bending machines and then welded cleanly. Visually, the
clever protective bar system integrates into the motorcycle's
design and underlines the design of your BMW.

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Luggage protection bars
In addition to the fairing and tank protection bars, the luggage
protection bars supplement and contribute to the perfect
all-around protection of your BMW when a mishap occurs.
Thus, the risk of expensive consequential damage can be
substantially reduced, especially to precious saddlebags. Side
benefits: The luggage protection bars allow for easier transitions to the center stand and offer the passenger a comfortable
grip. We also apply our renowned design principles to the bars.
• Model-specific fitment
• Unlimited free movement for rider and passenger
• The saddlebags remain accessible without restriction

Shown here for the BMW K 1600 GT

Engine Protection Cover
To protect the »hero's chest« of the R 1200/1250 GS or the
sensitive covers of the clutch, alternator, and water pump of
the F series, we have developed model-specific tailor-made,
impact-resistant, lightweight covers. Characterized by their
attractive design, they reliably protect vulnerable areas.
Our engineers have designed the product’s shape and the
mounting points so that mechanical loads and peak forces are
evenly distributed and reduced over the product’s structure.
In the case of the protective covers for the F series models, a
silicone elastomer molding element is mounted on the inside
provides added padding. This also seals the covers against the
water pump housing, the alternator, and clutch cover, so dirt,
moisture, and dust are excluded.

R 1250 GS with »Hero's Chest«

Crash bar pads
These practical and beneficial pads made of durable plastic
reliably prevent abrasion of the protection bars. They can
securely and reliably be attached to almost any protective bar
and tank protection bar with a tube diameter of 25 mm.
A small investment that can pay off in no time.

Seen here on the protection bar of an R 1250 GS

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Effective protection for main and auxiliary
headlights
A whirled-up stone, a short off-road trail in thickets or
branches can quickly mean the expensive end for main and
auxiliary headlights – including your adventure. Our headlight
protection guards and the shatterproof clear headlight protectors protect in all cases. They can be easily folded up – for
example, to enable easy cleaning – and are designed in such
a way to exclude reflections and self-glare during night riding.

BMW F 850 GS – 40 Years GS

Radiator protection guard EXTREME
and oil cooler protection

Here is the version for the F 900 XR

In order to cool the engine, the water cooler is optimally
positioned to maximize its airflow while simultaneously being
exposed and vulnerable to rocks, insects, and more—the
result: damage to slats, in the worst case, even leakage.
In addition, there are impurities in the sensitive radiator
network. Contaminants reduce the cooling function, and it is
impossible to continue the journey with a damaged cooler.
Our model-specific radiator protection guard is designed to
ensure optimum airflow, but the front silhouette of the radiator
is covered in such a way that the direct impact of foreign
objects and insects on the precious radiator network is reliably
reduced and avoided. The reason for protecting the radiator
applies 1:1 to the oil coolers.

Wunderlich supplementary fender
EXTENDA FENDER
The original front fender is simply too short! The consequences
are dirty engine housings, clogged or damaged oil coolers,
thrown-up rock damage, and unnecessary whirled-up water,
especially in the rider's foot area. Our custom-fit, high-quality,
easy-to-install extension for the original fender provides a
remedy. Our program also includes fender additions for the
rear wheel and inner fenders.

The fender supplement on a BMW R 1200 GS LC

•
•
•
•

Model-specific design
Functional and integrated design
Perfect fit
Easy installation

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Hand guard extension ERGO
For a significant enhancement in protection against moisture
and cold! We have enlarged the original hand protectors,
multiplied their efficiency, and thus created discreet, effective,
and visually appealing complete protection.

Mounted on R 1250 GS

• Maximum protection of hands and fingertips from cold,
moisture, and dirt
• Made of heavy-duty, scratch-resistant, and gasoline-resistant PMMA plastic
• Easy installation
• Rounded, perfectly crafted edges
• Free of registration
• Complete set for right and left incl. construction material

Wunderlich Hand Protectors
They are long gone, the times when hand protectors were
reserved exclusively for off-road machines. From today's point
of view, completely incomprehensible, the protectors offer
many advantages, especially in everyday life. The machine
cannot be operated safely with cold, clammy, and wet hands
and gloves. In the case of soaked gloves, the convection of the
wind provides even more heat dissipation.

Suitable for many models

• Maximum protection against cold, moisture or dirt
• Made of heavy-duty, scratch- and break-resistant acrylic
plastic
• Lightweight, unobtrusive attachment kit
• Simple, fast installation

Tank pad set
Precisely tailored tank pads to the design of your BMW, which
adequately protect against scratches, damage, and abrasion
at all contact points of the tank. The improved knee closure
allows a grippier riding experience, significantly increasing
riding pleasure.

Tank pad set on R 1250 RS

•
•
•
•
•

Model-specific designs
Black, slightly grained, soft PU material
Adhesive
Made in Germany
5 years warranty

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Be sure to join!

Wunderlich Traumbike
How do you like the idea of
winning a one-of-a-kind Wunderlich BMW? A fascinating concept
bike, which our designer creates
based explicitly on your vote?
Curious?
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Then vote with us, apply and
secure your chance to win the
exclusive Wunderlich Traumbike
2022. The draw for the winner
will take place live on the Wunderlich Anfahrt 2022!

All information about
participation can be
found here:

We will keep our fingers
crossed for you! 

wunderlichtraumbike.com
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the next is up. The blend of steel,
cutting, and cooling fluids are not
hidden from technically affine; as
it spews into the air. However, it is
dominated by the peculiar smell of
the rising smoke from the plasma
during welding and pushes itself
penetratingly into the void.
The sensory overload is more than
ideal.

Small Batches.
Made by hand.
What may sound like describing
the processes in a medieval
witch's kitchen follows a plan of
craftsmen and technicians who
are absolute experts. They produce a perfect product one piece
at a time. Small batches. Made by
hand.

Perfectly formed
Tubing. Tubing everywhere.
When you enter the warehouse,
you may recall Loriot's Deutsche
Röhren AG, or perhaps you also
associate it with Mr. Röhricht
from Brösel's Werner Comics.
But this has nothing to do with
the clumsy purchasing director
Heinrich Lohse from »Pappa ante
Portas«or the eternal puffing
plumber from Northern Germany. Certainly, however, with the
tubing from which integrated
protection bars for BMWs are
created. 1
Their production takes place in
the most refined craftsmanship
manner and using proper modern
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technology, which is state-of-theart. Therefore, in the production
hall, the aesthetics of patinated,
classic tools compete with the
staccato wild dancing welding
robot to gain the attention of the
astonished visitor. Blue flashing
light produced by hammer blows
and the howling of pneumatic
cleaning brushes accompanied
by bizarre fidgeting shadows
on ceilings and walls, it hisses,
it flickers. The high-pressure
hydraulics of a bending machine
sings its typical, strained song
until it reaches the final stop, only
to spit out a curved lug immediately afterward and fall into a
relaxed and humming idle. Until

They produce dignified protection
bars for motorcycles, aware of
their traditional values, the highest quality, and precision. More
precisely: Wunderlich protection
bars for BMWs. Using the example
of the BMW R 1250 GS and the
BMW F 900 R and XR, we present
the manufacturing process here.

1

2

5

Preparation
After the semi-finished products
2 – which can be high-strength
precision steel tubing or V2A
stainless steel tubing of various
diameters – have been craned
from the tubing warehouse to
the production hall 3 they are
»cut to length« to the necessary
dimension. This cut is completed

3

4

8

– for small quantities – by a band
saw 4, where only a tiny amount
of material is sacrificed.
Typically, the cutting is carried
out with laser technology 5: If
necessary, it also cuts out the 3D
contour of the tubing ends in one
cycle, allowing them to nestle naturally together for the subsequent
welding process. Subsequently,
the tubing is bent in two, most
often in three dimensions. This
work step is carried out by hand
on roll bending machines 6 or
CNC roll bending machines 7,
from where the structurally curved
tubing is majestically excreted. In
both processes, it is essential that
the tubing retains its hollow shape
in the bending process and is never kinked to ensure the mechanical durability of the protection bar.
Depending on the bending radius,
the cross-section of the tubing may
change from round to oval.

6

7

Synchronously, the different
brackets connecting the protection bars to the motorcycle
are manufactured on hydraulic
bending machines 8 stamped and
prepared for mechanical joining.
This also applies to the threaded
inserts, in which the right and left
halves of the protection bar for the
BMW R 1250 GS can be screwed

q

together using a connecting strut.
They are milled from an entire
metal block 9 and are later welded
clean into the corresponding
tubing q.

When the sparks fly
9

When all the tubing segments,
the brackets, and threaded
inserts are prepared, they are
finally ready to be welded. For
this purpose, the individual
parts are carefully inserted into
so-called welding fixtures w
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w

t

initiation of high temperatures.
Therefore, the welding fixtures
serve to minimize the distortion
and ensure the dimensional and
fitting accuracy of the protection
bars.

e

form-fitted and clamped ready
for the welding process. If the
fixtures are omitted during the
welding process, an undesirable
distortion in the tubing structure
will occur due to the selective

r
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These are tested according to
specific procedures with precise
test gauges e The welding
process is carried out either by
hand r or with a welding robot
t. In both cases, the welds are
homogeneous and of superb
quality y. This is important for
durability reasons to minimize
the notch effect. In practice,
this means that the tubing
transitions and their exterior
thicknesses must be consistent
to avoid abrupt cross-sectional
changes and crevices. This
creates a very resistant yet
elastic structure, which is
critical for the protection
bar for motorcycles to fulfill
its set purpose. Before the
protection bars are subjected to

a final quality check, the welds
are »cleaned« by hand with
pneumatic brushes u.

At last: Strict quality
control
The final check of the dimensional
accuracy of the finished
protection bars takes place in
so-called test gauges, which in
essence resemble the installation
procedure on the motorcycle and
thus enable a perfect inspection to
be carried out i.

y

u

i

This production unveils the
finished product at the end of
this production but remains
a raw-looking protection bar.
Further processing takes place
based on the desired surface
finish of the bars: BMW riders
may choose between the various
powder-coated colors, electropolished, o or chrome-plated. Each
option requires a perfect surface

o

texture so that the product is also
stunning to the eye. However,
these are already talking points of
another story.

Conclusion

model-specific using further applications – such as tank protection
bars, center supporting composite
struts, protection bar pads, radiator guards, axle protection pads,
and protective covers – which can
be usefully complemented with
one another.

Our protection bars offer an
excellent foundation of protection
for your BMW. This protection is

Background
The steels used must always have the following
material properties: proper curving ability, high
durability, and weldability. In addition, they must
have the ability for polishing and high-quality
chrome plating.
As a welding process, the MAG process is used for
manual welding and the modern CMT technology for

robot welding. The selection of the process depends
on the batch size to be produced or the complexity of
the respective welding task.
For roughly two years now, we have been issuing our
protection bars exclusively in reusable bags made of
80% cotton and 20% recycled material, which can be
used for other purposes. 
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A 61. Exit 30!
Although we sell our products mainly online and make every effort to ensure that every
package reaches our customers like a gift, a visit to our company headquarters can be
highly worthwhile. For a moment, let’s put ourselves in the head of a fictitious Wunderlich
customer …
At last! Here it is. My second BMW.
A rallye GS. The delivery time for a
1250 took too long for me, and the
offer of the five-year-old BMW from
the original owner was too tempting. In my opinion, the red, white,
and blue color scheme is the most
beautiful GS anyway. Now she
is standing in front of me in the
garage, glistening and still warm
from our first round together.
I enjoy my coffee and the sight of
this icon from my old Hazet stool.
Every first ride I have done with a
motorcycle is indelibly stuck with
me, the sound, the riding experience, even the road itself, everything vivid in my head. This must
be something special. I felt that
this would become »mine« during
the test ride. No, I was sure of it.

However, I think the untouched
rallye with the windshield can
tolerate a bit of individuality,
so then it will really be »mine«.
I would also like to get started
right away and make a sporty
Enduro – so á la EDITION 35 #1
– out of it! I have already checked
out the program of Wunderlich.
But the offerings in the online
shop and in the app for the R
1200 GS are ginormous, and
to be honest, I like to hold the
products in my own hands before
I decide. For me, this is also a
kind of »test ride,« to have it in
my own hands, to feel its weight,
and to »ride« my fingertips along
the edges and chamfers. I'm
not too fond of half-measures
when it comes to materials and
craftsmanship. No shortcuts,

I'm a master metal worker, I can
sense true quality, I am a proud
business owner.
What if I just stopped by the
showroom at the company
headquarters? Let me show and
explain everything, then I'm wiser
and can make my decision easier
on how to make the GS perfect
for me. And at the same time, it
would be a great excuse to ride
my beloved GS. We still have to get
used to each other.

Therefore, call us.
As it turns out, the woman on
the phone is named Ide, Silvia
Ide, the Wunderlich showroom
manager.

Our consulting team – motorcyclists just like you.

Silvia Ide
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Pierre Benderscheid

Sebastian Klettke

» Shop Address

Wunderlich GmbH
Joseph-v.-Fraunhofer-Str. 6 – 8
53501 Grafschaft-Ringen
Germany

» GPS

50.580403 "N, 7.099683 "E

» Opening hours

Monday to Friday:
9:30 am to 6:00 pm
Saturdays:
9:00 am to 4:00 pm (March – Oct.)
9:00 am to 2:00 pm (Nov. – Feb.)

» Contact & phone hours

Tel: +49 (0)2641 3082-290
Monday to Friday:
8:30 am to 5:00 pm

She gives me a quick interview.
But very nicely! Which model?
What exactly do I have in mind.
Followed by when I have time for
an appointment. »Unfortunately, I
will not be there, but my colleague
Pierre Benderscheid will be happy
to take care of you.«

Appointment set!
I enjoy the 120 km to Wunderlich company headquarters on
winding back roads. The final
kilometers along the Rhine and
then from Remagen 20 km to
the west through forests and
orchards to the Innovation Park
Rhineland, which is dominated by
the Haribo headquarters. Behind
the roundabout, Wunderlich
appears. Was not to be overlooked,
the blue cube and the expansive
showroom.
In front of the door biker colleagues are chit-chatting. At the
door of the showroom, where the
entire, Wunderlich »infused«

BMW models are displayed, Pierre
greets me with a friendly »Hello«.
He asks me to take a seat, the
black coffee is already ready for
me.
The Wunderlich Rally-GS, fully
decked out, is also ready, it is
already familiar to me from the
social media channels and magazines! »Specifically, for me?« I ask.
»I brought it here for us, so we can
look at everything in peace, and I
can show you what our products
can do and how they work. If there
are alternatives, you can even
compare.« The two EDITION 35’s
were also present.
Incredible!
Almost an hour and a half have
passed, all questions of mine
have been answered, and we have
packed my wishes together in a
list. The package will come by
mail. Wunderlich also offered
to do the wrenching for me. I
decided differently, except for the
slick Flowjet, which I simply left

on after the test ride. Allowing me
to ride home with my GS carefree
and assemble the rest myself in
peace over the next few days.
I take the motorway on the way
home, the onramp 30 of the A 61,
which is just behind the roundabout – less than three minutes
from Wunderlich.
Wonderful day! Great service!
Great people!
Peter M. from K.

W

ell, that's how it
could have actually
been. At our company headquarters, we have
done everything we can to
make a visit to us a genuine
experience. Don’t just take our
word for it; come by and find
out for yourself on a detour to
Grafschaft-Ringen. We look
forward to your visit! 
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Allow us to inspire you!
We patiently take our time and respond individually to our customers with our advice.
This includes first finding out the individual requirements for us to recommend
a solution and the corresponding tailor-made Wunderlich product. If we have
alternatives offered in the program, we will explain the respective advantages. It is
always helpful that we present almost all current BMWs in the showroom and that we
can thus provide hands-on advice. This is especially true when our customers cannot
come by with their own BMW.

The possibility to test ride
ACTIVE COMFORT seats or
MARATHON windshields on your
motorcycle without obligation
or our helpful Wunderlich 1:1
consulting is sure to paint
the experience of a visit to our
shop in a positive light. Upon
request, our colleagues from the
workshop service center can also
take over the assembly of the
components.
We realize how important it is to
focus on the individual needs in
the enthusiastic conversations
that unfold in such a welcoming
atmosphere. Therefore, we can
respond to almost all concerns
and give a helpful tip from
motorcyclist to motorcyclist.

TESTIMONIALS!
Because in addition
to our role as competent consultants,
we are above all one
thing: motorcyclists
with heart and soul.
Experience, commitment, trust,
and competence are not only
the focus for our customers but
especially for ourselves.
Allow us to inspire you! This is the
philosophy of Silvia Ide and Pierre
Benderscheid, the dynamic duo in
the Wunderlich shop. 

Wunderlich
1:1
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Matthias Püllmann
To put it briefly. TOP !!!*****
It couldn't be better, here in
»BMW Accessory Heaven«!

Tim Unbescheid
Very nice showroom, great parts
and beautiful motorcycles!

Miladin Lukic
Great display, friendly and great
competence on hand! Bikes are
more than fine ... a must for every
BMW enthusiast!

Sören Panzer
Very accommodating sales staff.
Showroom stacked with almost
all current BMW's and equipped
with the right accessories. The
workshop installed the accessories
for my buddy’s GS on short notice.
Us four bikers also got a coffee.
This is how customer service
should always be. Keep up the
excellent work!

Wunderlich-App,
Online-Shop & Co.
The »Wunderlich-App«
– available worldwide!
With the »WUNDERLICH-APP«,
you will always have everything
you need with for an unforgettable
shopping experience while on the
go – conveniently in your pocket.
Our free app offers you shopping, videos, important dates,
news, photos, events, news
reports, and of course, our
WUNDERLICH-APP-Days with
special promotions!

Our features:
• The chat function
• Vehicle filter
• The search function
• The »Recently viewed products«
Function

On our easy-to-manage
Wunderlich website, we present
information and news about
our components for BMW
motorcycles, stories, and our
activities. Our staff will be happy
to assist you in our chat if you
have any questions.

Social Media
We would like to keep you
updated about our latest
products, riding reports, events,
and stories on all social media
channels. Follow us on:

• Facebook – @wunderlich.international

The Wunderlich
online shop
• The chat function

• Instagram – wunderlich_gmbh
• YouTube – WunderlichGmbH
• LinkedIn – Wunderlich GmbH

• Vehicle filter
• Wunderlich dealer search
• Advanced search function
• Our Wunderlich Suspension
Configurator
• Our Interactive Showroom
• Optimal, adapted playback on
all end devices (PC, notebook,
tablet, smartphone)

• Wunderlich Dealer Locator
• Our Wunderlich Suspension
Configurator
• Our Interactive Showroom
• Also available as tablet version

TeamWunderlich
Wunderlich
APP

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Wunderlich Competence

The Ergonomic Triangle.
The ergonomist describes the human-machine bond of motorcycle riding as an ergonomic
triangle. The connections are obvious; they are the places where one has direct physical
contact with their bike. These are the handlebars, the seat, and the footpegs.
The goal of ergonomics on the
motorcycle is to create scenarios
where optimal arrangements
allow relaxed and fatigue-free
riding.

Essential components of motorcycle ergonomics
If you want to adapt your motorcycle concerning ergonomics,
we recommend that you consider
three components:

• Our seats
• Our handlebar risers
• Our footrest systems

At Wunderlich, we have been
working on improving the ergonomics of BMW motorcycles for
over two decades. To customize
a motorcycle, there are three
essential components.

Animation
Ergonomic
Triangle

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Aktiv + Komfort =
AKTIVKOMFORT
Active and comfort? Two terms that at first glance seem incompatible. But the slick
combination of these two characteristics distinguishes our AKTIVKOMFORT seats and
contributes to their popularity among BMW riders.

Everything for longdistance comfort
As a BMW-Motorrad accessories
specialist, we pay special attention to the requirements of the
specific series. Thus, the particular requirements for a GS seat
are different from those of an RT
or an R nineT. We take this into
account in model-specific product
development.

A must:
Integrated design
In addition to the black seat,
the timeless classic, there are of
course, also special editions such
as the »40 Years GS« and the »HP
Edition« to choose from. The
high-quality design of the AKTIVKOMFORT seats is not flashy
and remains discreet. They fit
perfectly into the design of the
respective model series. We,
therefore, take immense pride in
our integrated structure.

Detailed perfection
We manufacture our seats with
a characteristic, ergonomic 3D
contour that allows the rider and
BMW motorcycle to become one.
The shape and inclination of the
intricately processed, progres-
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Seat AKTIVKOMFORT, HP-Edition, R 1200 /1250 GS + Adventure – #42720-800

sively constructed, two-layer seat
core support the ergonomically
good, natural posture of the
pelvis. So integrated that it
rides synchronically smooth and
active.
Without a doubt, relaxed sitting
creates a plus in passive safety.
Even in summer, you can sit
relaxed on our seats equipped
with the ThermoPro lining.
This lowers the temperature in
blazing sun by up to 25°C compared to conventional, untreated
cover material. Most of the seats
are available in three heights;
standard, high and low.

Small Batches.
Made by hand.
Anyone who puts so much effort
into the inner values uses only
the best upholstery materials:
The dignified cover is, of course,
sweat-hampering and non-slip;
the seams are as grand as the cut
seams are waterproof, the seat
flanks are visually and cleverly
contrasted in the material. The
brand logo can be found discreetly
embroidered on the right side. 

NEW!

The following
additional trademarks apply
to all AKTIV
KOMFORT seats:
Limited wear
Hollowed relieve the
pressure-sensitive coccyx

Comfort Seats SMART PLUG & PLAY
R 1250 GS + Adventure – #42725-xxx

NEW!

Specially developed
support contour for
optimized grip when braking

Passenger Armrests
R 1200 / 1250 RT – #35521-102

With the ergonomic 3D
shape, pressure points
on the inner legs when
standing at traffic lights are
a thing of the past

AKTIV
KOMFORT
Seats

AKTIVKOMFORT seat
S 1000 XR – #35672-300

Seat lowering kit for
R 1250 GS (fits many models – #42721-002

NEW!

ROCKBOB Springer Seat for rear fender
R 18 / R 18 Classic – #18700-114

NEW!

Rider back support, foldable
R 18 / R 18 Classic – #18110-106

NEW!

AKTIVKOMFORT Seat, Queens Edition
F 900 R / XR – #30891-032

AKTIVKOMFORT Seat, one-piece
R nineT – #44118-004

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Best outlook: Our Windshields
titled MARATHON
BMW motorcyclists who want effective wind and weather protection rely on Wunderlich's
proven MARATHON windshields.
The windshields offer optimum
relief from wind pressure of the
head, upper body, and shoulders
and a noticeable reduction in
turbulence. In combination with
the adequate weather protection,
they show the full potential of a
MARATHON not only on long but
also on short distances and at any
time of the year.

A MARATHON windscreen
always underlines the character
of your BMW, but without being
intrusive. The product offers an
ideal fit and is even more spacious
than the original screens!

Wunderlich-standard:
The high-quality
craftsmanship

The design
Our designer determines the
silhouette, contour, and shape.
His talent lies in integrating
the form, the protective aspects,
and the recognition value into a
balanced work of art. The shape
and size must fit the respective
model and look as if from a single
mold.
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The Wunderlich- standard
high-quality workmanship can
be recognized at first glance
through the screen: Clear
transparency, without optical
distortion. A further trademark:
The hand-polished edges make
a separate edge protection
redundant. This is the only way
to offer an unhindered view of

the future. One of our primary
development principles is only
to use high-quality materials.
Another feature is mechanical
stability, which can be
influenced by the thickness
of the windshield and its
supporting elements. The
bracket of the screen collaterally
affects the desired flow
pattern. The brackets and
their attachment points on the
windscreen and motorcycle
are designed to optimally
support the forces and torques
that occur based on the wind
strength and speed. The rigid
mounting minimizes unwanted
aerodynamic effects, such
as fluttering, which can be
transferred to the motorcycle
and the riding behavior. 

Through thick and thin:
MARATHON windshield with reinforcement
The MARATHON windshield ensures incomparable touring
comfort even on longer trips. It is inclined further towards the
rider, and the original adjustment mechanism is still usable.
However, due to its original screen’s mechanism, it emits a
bothersome noise on gravel roads or suboptimal backroads
roads. We offer an additional double-sided screen reinforcement with the Marathon windshield to counter this issue. In
addition, it is both significantly higher and widened in its lower
area. Thus, offering maximum protection for each body type.
MARATHON screen on a R 1250 GS

FLOWJET – Perfect flow. Without the whirl.

NEW!

Do you enjoy letting the cool breeze caress your face while
riding, but without an annoying whirlwind? We have developed
a trendy design concept that gives your BMW a unique, sporty,
and distinctive appearance in just a few simple steps, ensuring
laminar flow conditions thanks to its streamlined shape. The
size and proportions of our FLOWJET combine perfect design
with proper protection. The FLOWJET is simply installed in
place of the original windshield and is, therefore, the height/
angle is just as adjustable as the original screen.
FLOWJET on a R 1250 GS

Premium MARATHON
The new BMW R 1250 RT is equipped with the most opulent
of all previous BMW fairings. Hence, it naturally requires a
suitable premium windshield with an integrated design. Its
sophisticated, spacious contour and especially incorporated
aerodynamic effective flaps on the sides provide optimum relief from wind pressure to the head, upper body, and shoulders.
This is accompanied by a noticeable reduction in turbulence
and suction – especially when traveling at motorway speeds.
Thus, the MARATHON screen shows its full potential on
extended and short distances at any time of the year. It offers
maximum protection for the rider and passenger of all heights.

NEW!

MARATHON windshield on a R 1250 RT

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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NEW!

R 18

NEW!

Setting new heights:
The ROCK 'N' ROLL Cockpit fairing
Our Rock 'n' Roll cockpit fairing is a handlebar fitted fairing
with a high recognition value. It combines a pristine appearance with sportiness. The endowment results from the applied
and continuation of the white double line of the R 18 on the
contrasting, dark black (Blackstorm metallic) background.
The pair of lines of different widths is carried out by hand by a
trained professional who has mastered the art of handling drag
brushes perfectly. We accomplish the sporty touch through the
exceptionally narrow, stretched shape and lean towards the
rider. The product sets a striking accent in the front and side
silhouette of the Big Boxer.

Perfect CRUISE
The ideal screen for all riders who like to feel the air tickle
their nose while cruising or who want to feel and enjoy the
wind’s cool breeze in summer without exposing themselves
to annoying whirl – even at motorway speed. The size and
proportions of the screen combine practical, functional base
protection with a perfectly integrated design. The screen is
sized so that the upper body is protected from wind pressure.
The aerodynamics ensure a pleasant laminar airflow.

R 18

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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The Main Target – ENDURANCE PRO
Inspired by our motorsport experiences, we have developed
a windscreen for all RR riders who value adequate wind
protection and stylish visuals in the design of endurance
racing machines. OurENDURANCE PRO is pulled further back
towards the cockpit for optimized aerodynamics. Enhanced
wind protection is made clear due to the – 40 mm – increased
height to the original windscreen. The windscreen integrates
perfectly into the fairing’s design and looks as if from a single
mold. 5 mm thick screen reinforcements ensure mechanical
and aerodynamic stability even at high speeds.
ENDURANCE PRO Windshield on a S 1000 RR

Windshield for the Urban G/S
We have set out to make the Urban G/S the best G/S in history.
Here is where vintage design meets modern aerodynamics.
Whirl-free with excellent protection thanks to the effective
tearing edge and compact dimensions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Good protection despite the compact sizing
Whirlwind-free
Effective tearing edge
Visually embellished material, 5 mm thick
Rounded, polished edges, therefore no bothersome edge
protector
Scratch and fracture-resistant
Easy assembly
Complete set with all mounting parts
With ABE

R nineT Urban G/S

Windshield Extension Spoiler
VARIO-ERGO+ / 3D / 3D+
This product helps eliminate the problems of the original windshields through its individual tearing edge. Turbulence and the
resulting noises are therefore significantly reduced.
• Customizable (inclination, height, and rider proximity)
adjustable spoiler
• Offering optimal relief for the head and upper body
• Eliminates turbulence and suboptimal flow of the original
screen
• Easy adjustment
• Can be installed and uninstalled quickly
• Weight-optimized, milled bracket mechanism
• Anodized, high-strength aluminum
• Shatterproof PMMA acrylic plastic screen
• With ABE

Individually adjustable Windshield Extension

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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The influence of ergonomics
on riding pleasure
A motorcycle can be considered
ergonomic when everything fits
properly and is in the right place
if you can reach the ground safely
with your feet, the handlebars

comfortably with your arms, and operate all levers with your hands and
feet at ease without having to bend
or stretch. Our ergonomic handlebar risers ERGO and ERGO+, our

footpegs, grips, and pedals enable
you to modify your BMW optimally
and individually suit your needs.
Remember, only those who ride
relaxed are safe on the road. 

If the ergonomics are ideal, the riding pleasure comes by itself!

Handlebar Risers ERGO and ERGO+
Refined ergonomics: With the ERGO handlebar risers, the
handlebar is placed higher; with the ERGO+ handlebar risers,
it is also placed closer to the rider. This results in ergonomics
that relieve the back muscles, the pelvis/tailbone, and arms,
significantly improving touring comfort and the overview in
traffic. With the individual adjustment of the handlebar, the
seating position can be further optimized. The product is
milled from solid high-strength aluminum and silver anodized.

Handlebar risers ERGO+

•
•
•
•
•

Optimized ergonomics
Relaxed, upright seating position
Relief of the entire musculoskeletal system
Increased Agility
Allows for fatigue-free riding and added control

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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The VARIO footrest system EVO 1
Our Vario footpeg system is the ultimate solution for adjustable
footpegs. It is equipped with an adjustable comfort system with
three selectable radii (+/- 23 mm, +/-30 mm or +/-50 mm) and
8 individual vertical and horizontal alignment positions, each
offset by 45°. For complete assembly, the Vario joint as the
base, the Vario adapter, and the Vario footrest is needed, which
can optionally be equipped with our rubber inserts. Suitable
for both rider and passenger! High comfort due to individual
customization. With ABE.

Footpegs »EVO1« rider

2
1
3

The VARIO system consists of:

1
2
3

VARIO footrest »EVO1«
VARIO adapters (for adjusting the height of the footpegs)
VARIO joint (for installation on the vehicle)
Full 360° adjustment range (8 positions at 45° pitch)

For both tall and ...

... small riders adjustable

Rubber inserts »EVO1«

VARIO adapters »EVO1«: 50 / 30 / 23 mm

Wunderlich Footpeg Lowering Kit ERGO-COMFORT
With our footpeg lowering kit, the feet move a significant 25
mm downwards, the knee angle opens and becomes more
significant, creating a relaxed and comfortable sitting position.
This reduces the painful and agonizing effects of a narrow knee
angle, usually avoiding it altogether. We achieved a significant,
ergonomically effective lowering with our adequate thoughtout construction without noticeably widening the base and
footrests themselves. A measure that happens to be conducive
to comfort. Simultaneously, the lean ability remains at a high
degree. The excellent accessibility of the shift and brake levers
and their safe operation make riding a pleasure. The peg set is
made of high-strength aluminum and designed for high loads.

Footpeg lowering kit ERGO-COMFORT on a R 1250 GS

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en

Rubber inserts (optional)
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Brake Lever Enlargement
The stock surface of the rear brake lever is, unfortunately,
a bit small and often serves as a safety hazard. With the
enlargement, slips or a step into the void is almost impossible.
In addition, grooved boots may awkwardly get caught in the
original lever. The widening allows ergonomic application of
the brake without needing to lift the leg to free oneself from
the brake lever again. Intricately milled from solid aluminum
and anodized. Easy installation.

Brake lever enlargement on a R 1250 GS

Shift & Brake Lever Enlargement
The shift and/or brake levers are often too short and thin for
many. This enlargement is simply pushed over the original
rubber and is set with a clamp. The length, circumference,
and better grip make shifting/braking a pleasure rather than a
chore. In addition, the brake or shift lever also offers a sporty
touch.
• Roughly 6 millimeters larger circumference and
10 millimeters longer
• Turned and milled from aluminum
• Silver anodized
• Easy, quick installation

Touring-Version

OffRoad-Version

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Brake and Clutch Lever VARIOLEVER
The revolution in terms of ergonomics, operation, and exclusivity! Simply loosen the lever's locking screw, allowing the grip
length to be adapted to personal needs. Another novelty is the
adjustability of the grip width, which can be individually modified even while riding. A sizeable rotating mechanism, which is
easy to use even with thick gloves, makes this possible.

Adjustability of the grip width in 6 options

Grip length (fig. above) and grip width (fig. bottom) are individually adjustable

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Tested
50 times
worldwide!
The response was outrageous: Almost 900 GS
riders from 16 countries and 3 continents applied
to put our GONZZOO to the test. 50 of them were
drawn: 6 women and 44 men.

A big thanks to all of you!
More about the GONZZOO test rides on the
following pages. ►
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The ear travels al

ng ...

Over and over, our customers reported on their troubles with the sound of the prominent GS boxers,
whereby they were particularly concerned about the low-frequency droning with installed side cases.

The good news: You don’t have to put up with it any longer …

Y

ou usually get relatively
identical answers if you
ask the motorcycle crowd
what fascinates them most about
their passion. While some place
their deep satisfaction from the
riding dynamics of a motorcycle,
leaning to great extents, and
acceleration at the top of the
podium, others first mention the
wind, the feeling of freedom, or
the connection to nature as the
root of their passion.
However, everyone agrees on
one thing: motorcycles must not
only work but also fascinate.
And therefore, the sound of the
engine plays a key role.
Of course, the manufacturers
have long since recognized this,
so in developing an entirely new
motorcycle, the desired sound is
now one of the first things talked
about. For decades, acoustic
designers have been involved
in the very early development
phases, and BMW first got

involved in the topic around 25
years ago. With the Cruiser BMW
R 1200 C presented in 1997,
for the first time, the sound
was one of the top priorities of
the developers', but even then,
it was a challenge consistently
to achieve the right tune with
the engine sound – after all,
it is a very personal matter in
which sound releases the most
endorphins.
First, the engine's fundamental
tone plays a key role, because
although what happens in all
combustion chambers entails
the same principle, each engine
concept produces its own
unique sound. A single-cylinder
ignites every other crankshaft
revolution, delivering a sound
into the environment every
720°. The parallel-twin and the
boxer engine strike at every
revolution and audibly bring the
pistons underway every 360°.
The Harley-V2 motor is peculiar
in that it ignites at 0° and at

45°, and then for 675° not at
all, giving it its distinguished
potato-potato sound. The threecylinder (240°), four-cylinder
(180°), and six-cylinder (120°)
all have their very own working
rhythm, making it possible to
recognize specific engines by
their unmistakable sound image.
A Guzzi V2 can be deciphered
just as quickly as a Triumph
triple, and a Harley stands out
acoustically equally as the BMW
boxer.
The acoustic engineers can
alter this basic rhythm to a
certain degree, making it
louder, quieter, or color it light
or dark, but the foundation will
never change. If you want to
perform a waltz during a blues
tune, you must change the beat;
otherwise, it will remain blues.
Nonetheless, there are still
enough possibilities for sound
engineering to influence the
engine sound so that it is well
received by us.
In this way, unwanted
frequencies can be eliminated
by targeted dampening,
resonances can be contained,
and mechanical vibration
minimized with the use of sheet
metal reinforcements. When it
comes to volume, lawmakers
have the upper hand. However,
they do not solely decide whether
the sound of an engine touches
any nerves with us. – whether
it is in a positive or negative
light. Instead, psychoacoustics
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has long found out how our
psyche reacts to certain tones
and frequencies and which
sensations are awakened from
within. Generally, high-pitched
tones are typically perceived as
unpleasant, while low tones have
a rather soothing effect. On top
of that, we hear low frequencies
more with our stomach than with
our ears, which also releases
particular emotions. A squeak or
rattle does not strengthen our
confidence in a product, whereas
we equate a steady ticking to
represent precision. In fact,
there are many more screws that
can be turned to make a motor a
feast for our ears.

The GONZZOO
definitely takes the
Vroom away
from theBoom!
However, there can no longer
be any talk of a feast for the
ears or even listening pleasure
if it simply becomes too loud.
However, what bothers the
acoustic designers here is that
even with the volume – at least
on this side of the pain threshold
– there are no generally
valid findings about how the
individual perceives it. It is
once again very individual how
people react to sound volume,
whereby so many factors come
together that it becomes virtually
impossible to make everyone
equally delighted with a sound
and its intensity.

It is not surprising that
riders of the large
BMW GS models
like the R 1250
GS/Adventure
and R 1200 GS
LC/Adventure
describe the
riding sounds
of their
machine very
differently:
Some rave
about the
wonderfully
robust boxer
sound, while
others are not
completely sold
in its entirety.
In particular,
the distinct,
low-frequency
droning,
which occurs
with mounted
cases, especially
in partial and
complete load
operation between
80 and 130 km / h, is
perceived by many as
extremely disturbing.
Some of our customers
even reported that this
acoustic phenomenon
caused headaches and
other physical discomforts
over long distances.
For our designers, this was
a sufficient reason to find a
solution, and therefore it was
first necessary to get to the
root of the issue. In numerous
test rides – with and without a
suitcase, in solo and passenger
mode – we were then able
to identify the source of the
unpleasant noise. It originates
between the inside of the cases
and the rear wheel, which
becomes a resonance space
due to its geometry, volume,

materials
used, and
acoustic
reflection
behavior.
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Directly released into there, the
exhaust has its sound pressure,
whereby the resonance chamber
acts as a mechanical amplifier.
Since the sound pressure level
of the exhaust in the partial
and complete load range is
the highest, the resonances in
this range are also particularly
unpleasant.
It quickly became clear that the
source of the sound could only
be omitted if it was possible to
redirect the sound pressure of
the exhaust with the help of a
deflector. The main challenge
now was to determine the
optimal size and geometry of
this deflector to achieve several
results; a significant noise
reduction at head level of the
rider and passenger, a general
noise reduction by sound wave
redirection, and a reduction of

the heat radiation inflicted on
the right-side mounted case.
With all this, it had to be ensured
that the dynamic pressure in the
exhaust system – and thus the
performance – did not change
compared to stock, to add, a
solution was required that is as
simple as it is effective, as small
as possible, and can be used
flexibly, especially when riding
with mounted cases.
Over several stages, a tailormade deflector was created for
the BMW models R 1250 GS/
Adventure and BMW R 1200 GS
LC/Adventure with the original
exhaust, which now also has
a name: GONZZOO reduces
the annoying droning for
not only the rider, but also
the noise pollution for the
environment.

It can be installed and
dismantled in no time because it
is very compact, always leaving a
spot available to put it. And after
TÜV Rheinland finally gave our
deflector an ABE after extensive
series of measurements,
GONZZOO now fulfilled all the
expectations we had envisioned
for it.
The question remained about
what our customers think of
GONZZOO and whether they also
experience the characteristics
mentioned in their personal
riding experiences. That's why
we asked 50 GS riders to test
our deflector extensively on
their motorcycles, preferably in
all conceivable operating states.
In addition to the individual
assessment of the function, we
also asked for an opinion on
ease of installation, design and

Detailed
information
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***
A big thanks
to all of you!
***
of course, we were also open to
suggestions for improvement.
The response to our test
invitation was enormous and
went far beyond the nation’s
borders, test riders from Spain,
France, and Italy participated
as well as GS riders from
England, Austria, Switzerland
and of course from Germany. An
extensive questionnaire allowed
all participants to describe
their impressions in detail and
offered space for their unfiltered
criticism. Of course, the fact that
this critique was overwhelmingly
positive filled us with abundant
joy. Especially since some noticed
the deflector quite intensively on
extended long-distance journeys,
where its strengths show its
actual color. Based on their
statements, these riders will
probably never unscrew it.
In addition to the general noise
reduction, the significantly
lower heat radiation on the
case and the easy assembly and
dismantling were consistently
welcomed, whereas the –

admittedly uncompromisingly
functional – design of the
GONZZOO found a two-part echo,
which is not surprising. Because
while the impeccable function
is immediately apparent in the
practical test, you enter the field
of individual preferences again,
especially when it comes to design
– and you can't argue about
taste. However, since GONZZOO
only really catches the eye with
dismantled suitcases, some of
our testers thought about always
using the deflector together with
the cases, but potentially avoiding
it without them.
Either way, this detailed
practical test of our customers
proved that we were right with
the GONZZOO, because apart
from the visual appearance,
almost everyone agreed that it
thoroughly does the intended
job. Or to put it in the words of
a test rider from Norway: »The
GONZZOO definitely takes the
boom away from the Vroom.«
In a nutshell, there is probably
no better way to put it.  UB
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Superb luggage solutions.
Innovative and durable.
We are known for our well-thought-out, innovative luggage solutions specializing in BMW
motorcycles. This undoubtedly includes THE all-rounder and classic among tank bags: The
enhanced, extraordinarily durable, and adaptable ELEPHANT tank bag, which has proven
itself on all continents. Regardless of whether with a photo insert or a cooler bag, there is
no area of application that it cannot cover.
We recommend our ELEPHANT
Sport tank bag or our practical
and functional luggage carrier
bags for everyday trips.
Not to forget our versatile handlebar bags, the sophisticated
and precisely handmade bags,
which can be wonderfully integrated into the fairing, the tank
protection bar, or even as a gap
bag between the rear carrier and
the rear light. This means that no
storage space remains unused.
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If you like it purer, you are
guaranteed to get your money's
worth with our ELEPHANT
DRYBAG luggage system: Available as a tank bag, top bags, as
well as pillion and luggage rack
bags.
Suitable for the ELEPHANT tank
bag and the DRYBAG system
luggage, we have developed four
clever attachment bags that are
simply »piggybacked« to tank
bags and top suitcase bags.

Our range rounds off our popular robust EXTREME Case
series.
Handcrafted from high-quality
aluminum, with durable
stainless-steel fittings. Built to
last.
Just like our luggage racks for
extra luggage. Available for the
original Vario cases for the GS
models, BMW R 1250 RT cases,
and K 1600 GT and GTL. 

The update of our classic:
The new ELEPHANT tank bag
The ELEPHANT from CORDURA® TrueLock™ shines with a
unique design, sustainable fabrics, and optimized functionality
and variability. The main compartment is flexibly customizable.
The dimensionally stable insert protects the contents. Two side
pockets provide additional storage space, and the blue inner
lining brings out its clarity. The ELEPHANT offers a holding
system comparable to the military Molle system for attaching
our extra attaching bags. An elastic luggage net complements
it, and the attached zippers are water-resistant. You don't have
to forgo the water-resistant cable entry for an electrical supply
or the smartphone, just like the carrying harness, which turns
the tank bag into a shoulder bag or turns it into a conventional
backpack.

Zigzag rubber for e.g gloves

NEW!

It fits almost all BMWs: The ELEPHANT tank bag …

With a capacity of up to 23 liters

Puristic and waterproof –
The ELEPHANT DRYBAG Tank Bag
The bags of the ELEPHANT DRYBAG series are characterized
by a reduced, purist design and their completely waterproof
construction. The CORDURA® 500 fabric is high-strength,
abrasion-resistant, UV-stable, and durable. The compact tank
bag is ideal for daily travel and day or multi-day trips. It has
an appropriate volume of 12 liters. The custom-fit, removable
mold insert inside is equipped with a closable inner pocket.
The top of the tank bag is fitted with a mesh pocket, provided
with an integrated zipper. It can take up what should be in
arm’s reach while on the road. The ELEPHANT DRYBAG offers
a Molle holding system concept for mounting our attachment
bags.

NEW!

… and the ELEPHANT DRYBAG tank bag

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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NEW!

The DRYBAG side bags for the BMW R 1200/1250 GS and Adventure

NEW!

The attachment bag is »piggyback« attached to the tank bag

Frame Cover with DRYBAG side bags
This set consists of our side frame covers and the associated
DRYBAG side bags. The two frame covers precisely close
the two side openings of the BMW R 1200/1250 GS rear
frame. The functional, waterproof DRYBAG side bags are
tailor-made for our frame covers and can be securely attached
or removed with LOXX quick-release fasteners. The bags are
made of perfectly processed CORDURA® 500. All seams are
fused waterproof. The cover also covers the waterproof and
dustproof zippers and is secured with two high-quality clips,
ensuring its waterproof qualities. The bags offer additional
space for everything that should be at hand on the go, e.g tools
or a first-aid kit. All without any restriction of movement of the
rider and passenger.

Piggyback Fastened:
The Elephant Media Attachment Bag
The ELEPHANT MEDIA attachment bag offers two compartments with a volume of almost 3 liters. The upper one,
provided with a transparent film, accommodates a smartphone
or mobile navigation system. The bag's trim and the integrated,
three-sided glare protection make it possible to read the
devices with ease. The bag is made of sturdy CORDURA® TrueLock™, which is provided with a high-quality rubber coating in
neuralgic areas. The shape-stabilizing padding protects the
contents. The blue lining provides contrast and clarity inside.
The zippers are waterproof. The attachment bag can only be
attached to Wunderlich tank bags and bags equipped with our
mounting system.

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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One for all –
Seat and luggage rack bag ELEPHANT DRYBAG
Our multifunctional and compact seat and luggage rack bag
from the ELEPHANT DRYBAG series can be attached to the
luggage rack or the pillion seat. Ideal when additional storage
space is needed on short notice. It has a volume of 12 liters,
which is expandable to 16 liters. The bag is equipped with a
dimensionally stable insert. In the cover is a mesh pocket for
everything that should be within reach on the go– and can be
adequately closed with a zipper. A strap securely fastens the
DRYBAG and luggage rack bag. When dismantled, it can be
comfortably carried on the carrying handle.

NEW!

Universally applicable: The ELEPHANT DRYBAG seat and luggage rack bag

Exploring through thick and thin –
our side cases and top cases EXTREME
Whether for the trip on the highway, to the North Cape, or
through the desert: These stable, light, and stylish aluminum
side cases and top cases EXTREME explore with you through
thick and thin! Attaching to the rack is uncomplicated, thanks
to the quick-release system. Due to their unique sealing system, they are absolutely dust and waterproof. The consequent
use of only high-quality materials ensures the longevity of our
EXTREME luggage system. The processed 1.5 mm aluminum
sheet with stabilized beading (weight-optimized, yet robust),
the stainless-steel fittings, the replaceable all-round protection
at all corners, and the protective caps for the locks contribute
to this. Eyelets, luggage nets in the lids complete the image of
the product.

Installed example on a BMW R 1250 GS

Ingenious: Luggage storage for the Vario Cases
As we all know, you can never have enough space for luggage
on an extended tour. Therefore, many motorcycle enthusiasts
transport additional soft luggage such as bags, rolls, tents, etc.
on the side cases. Especially for this purpose, we have developed these ingenious luggage attachments. They are easily
and safely mounted on the original brackets of the Vario cases
without needing to drill the cases. The cases can, of course,
be opened without problems and adjusted in volume with
mounted luggage holders, even with attached luggage. Thanks
to the practical eyelets, the bags can be latched securely.
Luggage storage for the Vario Cases

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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NEW!

Wunderlich Case Rack
Our Case rack is the perfect solution to accommodate
everything that should either be at hand or has no place in
the suitcase. Everyone has come across the annoying circumstances when liquids leak – especially while on the road. It can
carry traveling canisters for gasoline or oil, compact storage
canisters for water, or other traveling utensils. It is secured by
straps and lash openings integrated into the rack. Our practical
straps are perfect for attaching all sorts of items to the rack.
The rack is made of durable stainless steel and fits our
EXTREME cases and the original BMW aluminum cases.

Case rack on a R 1250 GS

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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This tank railing resembles the coronation
of the tank

NEW!

Even the standard, deep black tank of the R 18 looks very
elegant and classic in combination with the chrome of the
tank cap, the fuel filler panel, and the BMW logo. Our tank
railing underlines this coordinated appearance with its stylish,
functional shape and glossy chrome surface. As a luggage
rack, it can manage suitable bags or other luggage weighing up
to 5 kg.

Tank Railing on an R 18

The Toolbox. Functional.
Tailor-made. Waterproof.
An optimal place for tools, breakdown kit, and other helpful
gadgets. Those with a well-organized workshop at home will
blindly find every nut and bolt. Anyone who is on the road and,
due to a lack of a suitable space, stows their tools in the bottom
of the case or sometimes here, sometimes there, often must
endure cumbersome handling and rummaging to get to that
specific allen key that is needed. This is annoying and unnecessarily dangerous in the dark or on the edge of busy roads.
This tailor-made toolbox offers easily accessible, additional
storage space for tools and all sorts of helpful gadgets that you
wish to have along on the go and want to find with ease.

NEW!

Toolbox on aa R 1250 GS

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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LUCK STRIKES TWICE
Recently, we raffled off a professional R 18 individual conversion of 3,000 Euro value, and
because fortune struck twice, father and son had to come to an agreement …
The BMW R 18 is undoubtedly a
stunner, and in the literal sense:
the 1.8-liter boxer engine alone
contributes 110 kilos to the grand
total weight, but it also pushes the
exquisite cruiser forward with a
pounding 158 Nm at 3,000 revs
– no wonder that the sovereign
heavy metal characteristics of the
R 18 found many friends right
from the start. But in its classically reduced packaging, the BMW
can impress visually and convey
authentic riding pleasure on the
road.

As beautiful as the R 18 may be in
its stock appearance, its owners
tend to want to individualize their
cherished machine to truly make
it their own. Especially since the
conversion-friendly construction
invites you to give the R 18 a
unique style.
That's why our program has long
since included numerous highquality Wunderlich Customizing
components that give the appearance of the Bavarian boxer a
highly individualized signature.

Wunderlich R 18 concept bikes »The Competitor«, »RockBob« and »Classic Tourer«
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Our BOXER SPIRIT website
as well as the Wunderlich R 18
concept bikes »RockBob«, » The
Competitor« and »Classic Tourer«
offer plenty of inspiration to set
their own emphasis on the new
style of their BMW R 18.
As a result, word got around
quite quickly in the motorcycle
scene, and our promotion was
correspondingly well received.
Among all participants, we raffled off an exclusive R 18 custom
conversion, where components

Frank and Markus F. from Solingen share their R 18

with a total value of 3,000 Euros
could be put together from
our program. This is quite a
challenge given the multitude of
possibilities, especially since our
R 18 products can be combined
in various ways.
This selection was even more
difficult for our winner, mainly
because there were two winners.
Frank and Markus F. from
Solingen, Germany took part in
our competition together and
share their R 18 – but not in a
brotherly fashion.
Instead, it was a father and son
duo who had to deal with how
they wanted to restyle their R 18
from the »First Edition«. But
that's not all, because there are

also the women of the motorcycle-crazy family, who also avidly
ride motorcycles, who naturally
also have a say in how the flagship – as there are various other
BMWs as well as a Suzuki Bandit
in the family fleet – will soon be
converted.
But as is the case in a well-functioning family: In the end, they
found an agreement and can
now look forward to the fact that
there will soon be a workshop
appointment in our company
headquarters, where the selected
components will be installed.
Because the professional installation of the selected parts is also a
high priority.
Congratulations!  UB
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A REAL BOXER IS NEVER FINISHED!

Passion

and inspiration for your
BMW R 18 and BMW R nineT.

wunderlichboxerspirit.com

Wunderlich Competence

Pure. Style.
The best for last.
Our tail conversions always set
a skillful final act. This applies
to our custom tails of the R 18
or R nineT and the sporty tails

of the F models or the S 1000
RR. What unites them is that
they all come across as genuine
compared to the stock tails and

BMW R 18 LOW Tail Conversion

intensively and masterfully
emphasize the individual style
and character of the respective
model. 

NEW!

The noble Wunderlich license plate holder allows an unobstructed view of the magnificent rear wheel of the BMW R 18.
In addition, the skillfully designed construction fits perfectly
in the line of the cruiser. Suitable to the noble frame of the R
18, we have powder-coated the license plate holder in glossy
black. The simple installation takes place at existing mounting
points on the swingarm. The cable routing for the license plate
lighting is refined and discretely routed through the tubes of
the license plate holder, the LED license plate lighting in the
milled housing can be mounted either on the top or side.
Unobstructed view of the magnificent rear wheel: The LOW tail conversion for the BMW R 18

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Tail Conversion SPORT an R nineT
Lightweight, filigree, and noble – compared to the original. The
R nineT started as a purely retro boxer; our rear conversion
SPORT underlines this approach in the best possible way.

Tail conversion SPORT for the BMW R nineT

License plate holder SWING for cardan mounting
Discreet and lightweight license plate holder, which fits
perfectly into the sporty line of the R nineT and maintains the
view of the rear wheel.

License plate holder SWING for the R nineT

For the BMW F 900 R and XR:
Tail Conversion SPORT
If you want to slim down the tail of your BMW, making it more
puristic and sportier, and at the same time save weight, we
recommend our tailor-made tail conversion SPORT. It does
not require an ABE. The conversion kit makes the optically
unpleasant – many even call it clunky – stock mudguard
excessive and replaces the tail light with a reduced, coherently
integrated substitute. With this easy-to-manage conversion,
nothing stands in the way of the sporty-puristic appearance.
Sleek and puristic: The F 900 R and XR with our tail conversion

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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License Plate Holder TRACKDAY

NEW!

A day on the track includes preparing the machine ready for
racing. That is, to reduce the weight to the maximum and
temporarily dismantle everything that could negatively affect
the aerodynamics. Our TRACKDAY license plate holder can be
dismantled in no time: Saving weight during racetrack training
and improving aerodynamics. Beyond these specifications, it
makes more than just an advantageous, slim, and well-trained
composition with its sporty-puristic appearance on the road!

Made for the BMW S 1000 RR: the TRACKDAY license plate holder

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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M

y job means
that I am
not only surrounded by
motorcycle
enthusiasts
from time to time in my spare
time, but almost always. I don’t
mind, because to get through the
day entertainingly and interestingly, I can't really imagine
a better crowd, especially since
the motorcycle history is far too
long and our comical planet is
much too big for you to run out of
topics. Or the lifeblood.
And because motorcyclists are
usually very communicative beings, I hear the most remarkable
stories. Of mysterious series of
breakdowns. Or weird encounters
on the way. Of mechanical necessities of all weight classes, borderline experiences in red areas or
risky riding maneuvers, in which
– of course ... – only car drivers
on the road can provoke. While
one finds his happiness folded
up on a humped seat, the other
needs something with footboards
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to fulfill it, a third can only enjoy
his motorcycle if it is bare naked.
Some race, many travels.
Just like Luca and Paul, who now
want to go to Vietnam by land
without papers and will report on
the different prison conditions
on the way in a blog. Claire and
Jaques went on a month-long trip
to South America over a year ago
trip and have not returned to this
day. Steve switches the motorcy-

cle brand for the first time this
season and sees a psychiatrist as
a precaution. Hans has not yet understood how to sync a carburetor
and will now sell his single. Javier
wants to dedicate his burn-outs to
the rainforest from now on but is
still looking for sponsors.
Dirk now joins an initiative against
motorcycle noise and wants to
fight the problem from the inside
out. Mark finally feels ready for an

Column

In foreign places
you experience
more …

adventure but hasn't yet found a
destination that can't be reached.
And Mike's trip around the world is
entering its eleventh year.
I can listen to such stories for
hours. The vast majority tell of
long and short journeys, revolve
around being on the road or
planning for future trips. Some
of them flash a sense of optimism
that is difficult to deny in their
ideas and goals, packing a lot
of distance into rather cramped
time windows. Others take
forever for their journeys and are
at about eye level with the travel
pace of a continental plate, where
everyone has their own rhythm.
But as different as destinations
and rhythms may be in detail,
many seem to agree on one
thing: Traveling has not necessarily become easier in recent
times. Neither on the street nor
mentally. So it has long since
become a habit for us, at least
in large part of Europe, to no
longer perceive borders as such –
however, today, we find ourselves
anxiously waiting among extensive lines, waiting to cross the
current country’s perimeter.
Also, in some countries, you
always must pay close attention
to your speed and behavior on
the road, as you did not want to
return home significantly poorer
and perhaps even without a
motorcycle, had become a clear
concept. But the fact that individual regions in Europe are now
completely excluding certain
motorcycles is a new level. Much
worse, it is to be feared that this
will set a precedent.
And the virus seems not just
to be Corona itself because it
makes travel more complicated
and seems to shift the thinking
in many in a negative light. Old

resentments and prejudices are
suddenly back in business, as
with a friend of mine, whom I
recently asked about his travel
plans: »Pfff, no clue – where do
you wanna go? They're all crazy.«
And then he began to list his
frighteningly extensive list of
reasons why he no longer travels
to certain countries or regions
until further notice. Haven't we
gotten past this point?
To be fair, I can argue that he is
not a motorcyclist. As a rule, they
see it from a different perspective,
which is no coincidence. No matter wherever you are in the world,
the motorcycle reduces the distance to the places and the people.
It makes us more responsive when
we're standing somewhere next
to our loaded-up bike on the side
of the road or sitting in a café,
with the first question usually the
same: »Where are you planning to
go?« Often this is only the prelude
to an extended conversation, and
even if this can only be carried
out with hand and feet motions, it
usually ends with an invitation or
well-intentioned route tips.

In such a manner, the motorcycle brings us closer to a
country and sometimes opens
not only the doors but, often
enough, also the hearts. For
many, this is one of the main
reasons they travel by motorcycle, and I have experienced
this several times. Motorcycle
travelers know from their own
experience that despite everything, there is still a stable common currency that proves its
high value, especially in these
times: personal relationships
and friendships beyond borders. Or to put it in a nutshell
with short words of wisdom
from Mark Twain: »Travelling
is fatal for prejudice, bigotry,
and narrow-mindedness«. Evil
tongues claim that many would
only go abroad to get to know
other biases, but fortunately,
most motorcyclists end up leaving a lot of rubber on the roads
to correct widespread prejudices through reality. I will
undoubtedly continue to enjoy
this without any hesitation.
And wish everyone else a lot of
fun with the next revision!  UB
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Wunderlich Competence

Essential

Basics

Wunderlich's functional equipmen
The range of what we offer for
BMW motorcycles is vast. In
addition to numerous model-specific highlights, we have all sorts

of essential, reliable fundamental
products in our program, which
is part of the primary equipment
of their BMW and is indispensable

for many riders. Some of these
popular basics – the list is far
from complete – we introduce you
here:

» Put it on a leash!

» From now on unsinkable!

» Hands Up!

» Need a Lift?

» Shade Giver

» Stopper

» Glove Box

» Hot Rod

» Increased Consideration

Helmet Anti-Theft Device Helmet-Lock

Lifting Handle

Barbag
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Side Stand Enlargement

Glare Protection

Crossbar

Handlebar Risers ERGO

Steering Stops

Mirror Extenders

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Seven questions for:

Felix Wunderlich
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First of all, congratulations,
Felix, on your new position in
the management of Wunderlich
GmbH! How does that feel?
Felix Wunderlich: It feels terrific!
It is another milestone in our
corporate strategy that is visible
to the outside world. With the
professional and entrepreneurial
responsibility that Erich and
Frank Hoffmann have given me
in recent years, I have grown
and feel well prepared for the
new tasks awaiting me. I am very
much looking forward to it, and
I am very grateful for their trust
in me.
In 2022 we expect some new
presentations of BMW Motorrad.
From your point of view, what
are the most important BMW
motorcycle models we can expect,
Felix?
Felix Wunderlich: Of course, we
noticed the promising images
of the Erlking BMW R 1300 GS,
undoubtedly the most anticipated
BMW! We are looking forward to
the final result and – as always
with a new GS – together with the
fans in joyful anticipation of its
market launch! Our development
is already on the starting blocks!
Can you tell us more?
Felix Wunderlich:Not at this
point, because it's still too
early, but we are watching the
developments very closely and
of course, letting ourselves be
inspired and our thoughts run
free.

purism and technical appearance
appeals to us and to which we will
dedicate ourselves.
In addition, our particular focus
is on the continuous, customeroriented further development
of our program, the attention
to detail, and the consistent
expansion of our product range
depth.
What does this mean in concrete
terms?
Felix Wunderlich: I would
like to give an example. On
the motorcycle lift of our
development department is,
among other things, a BMW R 18
Transcontinental, which we are
dealing with in great detail. The
level of quality and the »quantity
of motorcycles« are impressive.
Over the past few weeks, we have
dealt intensively with the details
and are developing a tailor-made,
model-specific range of products
for the bike. It will conclusively
complement our coordinated and
building block of components for
the BMW R 18.
When optimizing the
Transcontinental, we are putting
all our experience to excel in
the fields of ergo comfort and
protection.
At last, comes the
Transcontinental's particular
importance because it is crucial
to protect the elaborately painted
sections of the magnificent tourer
effectively.

Speaking of tourers, we have also
prioritized the development of
specific luggage solutions for the
Transcontinental. Above all, our
know-how, our engineering, highquality standards, functionality,
and harmonious design are
paramount.
Wunderlich can – with a few
exceptions – supply almost all
products. If you follow the press,
you hear and read about supply
bottlenecks and interrupted
supply chains. What does that
look like for you?
Felix Wunderlich: We are also
affected by the general delivery
restrictions that you hear about
everywhere. However, I can say
that our procurement strategy
is proving its worth right now.
Aside from bottlenecks and
acquirements in standardized
parts, semi-finished products,
and raw materials, they have also
significantly increased in price –
if they are available at all.
You mentioned your procurement
strategy, what exactly do you
mean by that?
Felix Wunderlich: Our
availability rate is only possible
because we source locally and
maintain long-standing and,
above all, trusting relationships
with our suppliers.
Thank you very much for the
interview, Felix! 

In addition to the sensational
BMW R 1300 GS, what else can
be expected from your point of
view?
Felix Wunderlich: Apart from the
facelifts, the only new model is
probably the CE04 scooter, whose
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Wunderlich Competence

Light Perception

What do our auxiliary
headlights have to do with
cones and rods?
We are often asked what lumen value our MICRO-FLOOTER and ATON auxiliary headlights
have. This is a good question, but the answer only provides half the truth, because the pure
lumen value »illuminates« only one aspect.

80

In addition to the value of
the light emitted by the light
source, which is expressed
in lumens, there is another
balanced aspect: the human
eye's sensitivity to the
perception of light, which
is being researched within
the framework of perceptual
physiology.

The perception of light at
dusk is done by both together.
The rods for night vision are
not only more sensitive to
light, they also have a higher
sensitivity to blue, cold, as
well as short-wave particles of
the light. That's why we often
perceive moonlight in a bluish
manner.

A distinction is made between
daytime, night, and dusk vision,
for which different receptors are
responsible: The so-called cones
of the retina are responsible for
day vision and the more lightsensitive rods for night vision.

This finding concludes that
when designing an auxiliary
headlight for the night, it makes
sense to emit rather short-wave,
blue, cold light to support
the human eye's perception
noticeably.
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This closes the loop: Of
course, a high lumen value is
always preferable. However,
it is worthwhile to consider
the perceptual, physiological
findings of vision and interpret
the emitted light spectrum
accordingly. In the case of
MICROFLOOTER and ATON,
we, therefore, emit short-wave,
blue light that supports a highcontrast image at night.
By the way, the value of the light
flow of our auxiliary headlights
MICROFLOOTER and ATON is
in the range of about 1,000 lm
(lumens). 

See and be seen:
Wunderlich auxiliary headlights
MICROFLOOTER and ATON
Our LED auxiliary headlights are extremely bright with low
energy consumption. Due to the extended field of view at
night, they improve safety. The light spectrum of the LEDs
offers realistic color rendering and supports fatigue-free riding.
The auxiliary headlights cause an optical enlargement of the
front silhouette of the motorcycle for other road users. In this
way and with the light color of the emitted light, they ensure a
decisive improvement in visibility and safety in road traffic. Not
only in rain and fog, at dusk or in shady forest passages, but all
conceivable lighting conditions. This significantly reduces the
risk of accidents caused by being overlooked.

Auxiliary headlights MICROFLOOTER

Our MICROFLOOTER and ATON
auxiliary headlights are available with
model-specific brackets or mounting
on the protection bar.

Auxiliary headlights ATON

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Wunderlich Competence

Motomedia

Functional solutions for your connectivity
Our solutions for the practicable
attachment of navigation
systems, smartphones, or
action cams are extensive and
diverse. In addition to the
purely functional aspects, we
always keep an eye on operating

and visual ergonomics. Both
play a unique role in riding
motorcycles, just like their
benefits. Our USB charging box
takes over the power supply of
your devices, but it can do much
more: It serves as an adapter

NEW!

USB charging box for all BMWs with BMW navigation base (Navigator V, VI)

for all standard navigation
devices and is compatible with
our MULTICLAMP system
and with the SP-Connect
adapters. It is just one example
of our sophisticated, versatile
Motomedia components. 

More than just a charging box!
Our USB charging box fits all BMWs with BMW navigation
base (Navigator V, VI). The power supply takes place via their
contacts. The charging box has two QC quick charging ports
of type USB 3.1 Type A and USB 3.1 Type C. The front side is
equipped with four screw mounts corresponding to the hole
pattern of various mounting systems (e.g. Garmin Zumo XT).
This means that these fastening systems can be securely and
space-saving screwed onto the charging box, and the devices
can be connected to the power supply. Another centrally
arranged screw thread is used to accommodate our MultiClamp or SP-Connect adapter, on which a smartphone can be
attached and supplied with power through its holder.

Universal Talent –
the MULTICLAMP Universal Clamp
The universal clamp MULTICLAMP is versatile, it can be
easily attached to the handlebar, tank protection bar, engine
protection bar, or to the luggage rack. The MULTICLAMP is
suitable for round and square tubing from 10 to 32 mm and
for flat profiles up to 32 mm. The MULTICLAMP has a ball
joint that can be adjusted and locked with 360° rotation. Its
quick release system offers a versatile base for mounting the
MULTICLAMP smartphone (45155-102) or ActionCam mount
(45155-202).
MULTICLAMP Universal Clamp

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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MULTICLAMP Mirror Clamp
The MULTICLAMP mirror clamp is attached to the left or right
rear-view mirror. It serves as a base for recording smartphones
or action cams. It has a ball joint that can be adjusted and
locked wiyh 360° rotation. Its quick-release system offers a
versatile basis for mounting the MULTICLAMP smartphone
(45155-102) or ActionCam mount (45155-202).

MULTICLAMP Mirror Clamp

MULTICLAMP Smartphone Holder
Innovative, versatile smartphone holder for handlebar mounting in conjunction with our universal clamp MULTICLAMP
(45155-002) and mirror clamp MULTICLAMP (45155-302).
It is infinitely adjustable and suitable for smartphones with
a length of 135 to 180 mm. The respective smartphone is
securely enclosed at two diagonally opposite corners. The
contact surface is provided with foam rubber elements to
protect the smartphone and is vibration-dampened. The clamp
can be locked for safety. The smartphone holder is connected
to the MULTICLAMP universal clamp via the quick release
system. The angle (infinitely variable) and the orientation of
the smartphone can be individually adjusted in portrait or
landscape mode.

Smartphone holder for handlebar attachment

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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NEW!

Wunderlich Screen Protector Set
According to our high standards, these screen protectors are
made of high-quality and scratch-resistant material. They
reliably protect your display from unwanted scratches and
damage. The set includes two screen protectors: Ultra-Clear
offers high scratch resistance and long-term protection;
simultaneously, it is virtually invisible after application due to
a highly smooth surface. Anti-Glare offers the same scratch
resistance and protection as the Ultra-Clear protective film and
additionally reduces the reflections of the sun's rays through
its matte surface, which are particularly annoying on large TFT
displays.

Protection against unwanted scratches and damage

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
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Navigation Security Kit

NEW!

The original navigation system of the S 1000 XR cannot be
secured on the motorcycle. Therefore, it can be quickly stolen
by unauthorized persons, even if you only leave your XR out
of sight for a short time. This very easy-to-install security kit
prevents quick, unauthorized access to the expensive device.
If you want to take the navigation system with you, this is still
possible in seconds, thanks to the integrated lock.
•
•
•
•

Reliable theft protection
Easy installation
Stainless steel, black coated
High-quality lock

Navigation Security kit for the S 1000 XR

These, as well as other components for your BMW can be found on www.wunderlich.de/en
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Wunderlich Competence

Wunderlich Suspension
An individual suspension for your BMW makes a significant contribution to your riding
safety and riding pleasure!
The individual motorcycle suspension is often associated with
motorcycle racing but not with
everyday riding. But especially
in daily life, a personalized,

individually tailored suspension
for your BMW can significantly
contribute to your riding safety
and riding pleasure. Wunderlich
Suspension offers first-class

suspension components for your
BMW. In the highest quality.
They can be individually configured and adjusted for specific
models.

To configure your Wunderlich suspension,
we offer you two options:
1 O
 ur digital

Wunderlich Suspension
Configurator

In our suspension configurator in the online shop and the
Wunderlich app, you can easily
configure the suspension or
suspension components for your
BMW yourself. You can enter all
the necessary parameters and
needs and »out« come high-quality
suspension components that are
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tailored to you and your personal
requirements and that you can
install yourself or, if desired,
have installed in our Wunderlich
Suspension Center.

your BMW. On request, they take
over the professional installation
and individual tuning for you up
to the professional configuration
of the ESA.

2 
The Wunderlich

Suspension Center

With the Wunderlich Suspension
Center, our suspension specialists
are personally available to advise
you on selecting components for

Suspension
Configurator

Wunderlich
SuspensionCenter
Personal advice.
Professional installation
and individual tuning.
Do you have any questions?
Our certified chassis specialists
are at your disposal:
Phone: +49 (0)2641 3082-810
E-Mail: suspension@wunderlich.de

Wunderlich
Suspension-
Center

Nivomat for the R 1250 GS –
optimal handling, regardless of the load

Shock absorber 644 WESA Dynamic
Feedback rear

Wunderlich
SuspensionCenter
Suspension
and suspension
service.
For all brands.
Our Suspension Center's
competence is also open
to you if you do not ride a
BMW! We put together the
tailor-made package for
your KTM, Ducati, Honda,
Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki,
Triumph, and many other
brands. We also take care
of the installation and
individual tuning for you.
For further information,
please do not hesitate to
contact us! 

R nineT Urban GS and Scrambler: Raising kit +70mm
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Fun at the corner Riding
Dynamics Training
The Wunderlich Riding Dynamics Training

F

un at the corner? This is
the cream of the crop of
motorcycling and is simply
part of it. Anyone can go straight
ahead. The corner shows whether
the rider and their technique are
perfectly tuned or not. Balancing
poor technology with courage
is not a good idea because exuberance is rarely works out in a
positive notion.
If you enjoy the corners and
don't want to rely solely on your
courage, we cordially invite you to

participate in our riding dynamics
training,»Fun at the corner!«.

We organize the training at the
ADAC training facility Weilerswist.

Experienced instructors –
the brains behind the concept

What distinguishes this riding
dynamics training from the other
riding safety training courses?

The professional minds behind our training concept are
Sebastian Klettke and Frank
Palmen. Sebastian is head of the
Wunderlich Suspension Center
and instructor at Doc Scholl rider
training; Frank Palmen is a riding
safety trainer with certification
according to DVR and ADAC.

In contrast to many riding
safety training courses and
riding techniques, we focus on
the importance of suspension in
everyday riding. We want to show
the possibilities and the limits
while conveying the basics for the
individual suspension setting and
its influence on riding safety and
enjoyment clearly and practically.

Our goal: To become one with
your motorcycle
We convey the contents to the participants theoretically and practically in various riding sections
using their own motorcycle. We
want to encourage you to bring
your bike to the training how you
prefer riding it.
For this purpose, we have limited
the number of participants to
eight participating motorcycles
but not to eight participants. If
you are usually traveling as a couple, it will make sense to come as
a couple. Bring your fully packed
motorcycle if you plan long trips,
and the bike is generally fully
packed. This helps us respond to
your requirements.

Wunderlich
Riding Dynamics Training
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And find the best solution. Based
on a wide variety of requirements,
the possibilities of individual
suspension adjustment can be
conveyed clearly and comprehensibly for all participants. 

Registration
Since the participation places are
limited, please register now:
Tel.: +49 (0)2641 3082-810,
E-Mail: suspension@wunderlich.de

Appointment

Duration

Venue

Sat., 28.05.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

Fr., 17.06.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

Sat., 06.08.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

Sat., 20.08.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

Sat., 03.09.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

Sat., 17.09.2022

One-day

ADAC training facility, Weilerswist

INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Next Generation Racetrack
Promoting of young talent: Wunderlich MOTORSPORT
supports the juniors at MCA Racing
Wunderlich Managing Director
Frank Hoffmann shares with
Stefan Schmidt more than just
a business relationship. With
his successful MCA Group,

relationship but instead
strengthened it, contributing to
the close connection
between the

Stefan
Schmidt is
Wunderlich's
longstanding
and proven premium
partner at four locations:
Frankfurt on the Main,
Limburg on the Lahn, and its
headquarters, Altendiez.
What has also connected the
two for more than 25 years
is their enthusiasm for the
motorcycle and their passion
for racing motorcycles. As
young guys, they regularly
competed against each other
on the race track in endurance
races, such as the DLC,
RLC, and the 1,000 km of
Hockenheim. Even with fierce
competition between the two, it
has not hindered their personal
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two. Frank Hoffmann:
»Despite all the rivalry, racing
has turned out to teach many
school-like lessons for life. In
retrospect, it teaches to be
focused, to commit mistakes
as little as possible, and it
teaches sportsmanship and
fairness in competition among
sportsmen, both on and off the
racetracks.«

Julius Caesar Rörig, the son of
Stefan Schmidt, and his friend
Bastian Ubl, whom Frank
Hoffmann had and promoted
as riding coach in the Suzuki
Gladius Cup in 2015, is also
inspired by the same sporting
spirit.
Julius Caesar has proven
himself twice successful in the
NTC (Northern Talent Cup)
with the MCA Racing team.
With its »Road to MotoGP«
program, the top-class racing
series offers talented young

racers between the ages of
12 and 17 the opportunity to
demonstrate their skills on
KTM Cup motorcycles, develop
mentally, and the chance to
ride in a competitive field of
ambitious talents. The Cup
will be held on international
tracks as part of the
WorldSBK, MotoGP, and
IDM supporting
program.
This is

MCA Managing Director Stefan Schmidt, Bastian Ubl, Rocco Sessler, Julius Caesar Rörig,
and Wunderlich Managing Director Frank Hoffmann (from left to right)

racer, takes over the training
from Rocco.
Frank Hoffmann: » In our
early days, Stefan
and I would set
up our racing
machines
and race
on the
weekends.

precisely
the proper milieu and
motivates the young racers to
show all their talent to leap to
the front.
In 2022, Julius Caesar and
Sebastian will compete in the
MCA Racing team on Yamaha
R6 in the International German
Championship IDM Supersport.
As third and youngest in the
group, Rocco Sessler complements the young promising
team. His father Gerhard
Sessler, former IDM Superbike

We
both
know
from
our own
experience
how important and helpful the
promotion of young talent
is because it allows you to
concentrate on the essentials,
namely riding.«
»With MCA Racing, in addition
to IDM and NTC, we will be
racing one or two endurance
races on BMWs with the guys,«
adds Stefan Schmidt – after a
short hesitation:
»Above all, I want to win another race with my son before I
give up racing.« 

We keep
our fingers
crossed!
INSIDE WUNDERLICH #01
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Wunderlich BLAU

Sustainable solutions.
Made smart.
Five years ago, Frank Hoffmann planted a delicate tree called Wunderlich BLAU.
The little tree has developed. What's more, it is bearing fruit.
It started in the beginning
of 2017 with »No Plastics«.
What was implied was the
strict reduction of plastic,
implementing a replacement
wherever there are substitutes.
Since then, we have been using
blister or stylish packaging for
our own products and have thus
converted more than 96 percent
(!) of our outer and shipping
packaging to recyclable
cardboard boxes with an FSC®
certificate.
The need to handle resources
of all kinds responsibly –
whether energetic or material
– that's one thing. A completely
different thing is to combine
a real additional benefit along
with it. In the past, we packed
our MARATHON windshields,
our AKTIVKOMFORT seats,

and our protective bars in air
cushioning film and equipped
the shipping box with it shockproof. Today, we package these
products in a reusable bag
made from 100 percent recycled
material, 80 percent of which is
recycled cotton. This allows our
customers to use the protective
bag elsewhere.

Sustainability,
of course! But how
about linking it to
a real benefit for
customers?

No Plastics I: We ship windscreens, active comfort seats,
and crash bars in a recycled, reusable bag
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To protect and fixate the products in the shipping box – the
so-called cushioning – we only
use paper filling material that is
recycled in the waste paper cycle.
We no longer deliver our bags
in plastic bags for about a year
now but in our waterproof
Wunderlich luggage bag. The
advantage: The luggage bag
can also be used for water and
moisture-sensitive luggage to
pack in a waterproof manner.
Or during summer, pack the
swimming trunks waterproof
after visiting the swimming
pool, so that as an example,
the contents of the case do
not become damp. These two
examples clearly show how we
ensure sustainability and create
an additional intelligent benefit
for our customers. 

No Plastics II: We deliver our bags in a waterproof luggage bag,
which can be used in many ways

Wunderlich BLAU

Looking ahead
An era …
What began in 1985 with the
circulation of a concise catalog
of 12 DIN A5 pages for Yamaha
riders culminated in 2021 in five
impressive, partly five-language
catalog works with almost 4,000
components for BMW motorcycles,
which together comprised roughly
2,300 pages. The scope of the
popular catalogs can vividly
measure the rapid development
that Wunderlich managed to
accomplish in 37 years.

… finds its end
»Publishing catalogs these days is
no longer up-to-date,« say some. »I
love flipping through the pages,
with the possibility to make little
side notes,« say the others.

We understand both points of
view.
With the advent of digital
catalogs and information
systems, the usage pattern of
our customers in dealing with
printed catalogs has changed
more and more in recent years,
so there is now a clear trend
towards the use of digital
information systems.

Wunderlich becomes
sustainably digital
At Wunderlich, we have been
setting the course for digitization
for a long time.

For us, the changing needs of
our customers and sustainability
are at the heart of all our
measures. Our initiatives in
this regard are not only largely
welcomed by our customers but
are also increasingly actively
demanded.
Digital development is never
at a standstill. Our goal is
the consistent, personalized,
needs- and interest-oriented
orientation to offer our
customers individual access
to all relevant information and
the entire current Wunderlich
program at any time and any
place.
►
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Suppose you think about this
customer-oriented strategy to
the end and at the same time
keep an eye on sustainability.
In that case, it may make sense
to continue sending out printed
catalogs in the future – even if
they have been printed and sent
since 2017, without exception
on FSC®-certified papers from
sustainable forest management
and CO2-balanced. This made
Wunderlich an innovative pioneer
in the industry.

However, the number of those
who actively wish to omit printed
catalogs is exponentially growing,
and we would like to apply this
changed focus on preferences into
account.
The annual savings of 70 tons
of paper, almost 215 tons of
CO2, and the strain of shipping
may seem marginal to society
as a whole. The savings are our
contribution and proof of how
consistently responsible we are
with resources.

We are aware that our customers
have highly appreciated the
five-catalog works worldwide.

MyBike

Show us:

I
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And we will follow through.
Once again, this required immense courage and determination.
But we are convinced and trust
that our customers will accompany us on this chosen path. 

Your bike!

n the next issue of INSIDE
WUNDERLICH we would
like to present your
motorcycles. If you also
want to show your BMW, upload
your favorite photo to our
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After careful consideration, this
decision matured over an extended period and was discussed just
as ambivalently and extensively
in the company as it was with our
customers. We could have postponed our decision for another year.
Or two. But the step is necessary.
That's why we're going to go it
now instead.

portal. Among the submittals
of the selected photos, we
are raffling great prices and
valuable vouchers to redeem
in our online shop or our
Wunderlich app.

We look forward to
your submission! 

CLICK HERE FOR THE
PHOTO UPLOAD

►

wunderlichmybike.com
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n
unison with our components, even more ergonomic, agile and
dynamic: BMW's mid-range F 900 XR and R. And thanks to our sporty
tail conversion, defined and puristic.

F 900 XR
Detailed
information

F 900 R
Detailed
information

WUNDERLICH SUSPENSION.
FIRST-CLASS SUSPENSION COMPONENTS.
FOR BMW MOTORCYCLES.
wunderlichsuspension.com
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